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Type IIIA:55; Tylissos HM 6573a . Plate VIII . g.
Hazzidakis 1909-10; Ep .Syll. , room 3, case 90.

Direct thick base.

Upward flaring curved rim .

Inte rior

narrows to a small circle at base interior, narrower than
the exterior base .
rim.

Small pointed horizontal handle indents

Glued, all original pie.c es.

•'

Light reddish-brown clay tempered with very few inclusions .

Base d. 3 .2 cm. ; rim d . 11 cm. ; d. of handle at rim approx .
2. 5 cm. ; 1. of handle approx. 2. 5 cm. ; h. of rim at handle

4. 5 cm . ; h . of rim opposite handle 4.4 cm .; h. of rim at
lowest point on side 3.2 cm. ; walls are 0 . 5 to 1 cm . thick .

Unpublished .
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Type IIIA:56; }'rokastro r::s 42§1; Plate XXIII f.
Ha~es

1910; LM I chafing pan; Shelf II K.

Scoop-shaped with direct base.

Upward .flaring straight rim

is more vertical and curved on handle side.
deep.

Interior is

Rim indented by downward curving horizontal handle

which ends at 0 . 4 cm. lower than the base.

Handle has- two

small lateral protrusions where it j cdns the rim.

Vessel

is mended.

Buff clay .

Ri m d . 12 . 5 cm.; base d . 4 . 1 .cm. ; h. at rim above handle
6 . 8 cm. ; h . of rim opp . handle 4 cm.; totl . length 16 cm .

Unpublished.

\
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Type IIIA:57; Vapheio ANM 1891.
ANM

Mycenaean room, case 32.

Bronze.

Shallow and flat .

Cylindrical handle indents rim

and i s attached by three rivet s .

Undecorated.

We ll

Slightly r a ised base.

pr e served ~

d. 33 cm.

Tsountas 1889-90: 159, Pl . 10 , lOa.

\
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Type IIIA:58 ; Zakro HM 290~; Plate XXIV a,b.
Bronze .
HM display, room VJII, case 105.

Shallow .

Handle indents rim slightly .

Slightly raised base .

Scoop-shape .

Ra i sed decoration on rim interior
•'

and handle.

Measurements are approximate because vessel could not be
handled due t o rotting ®f bronze "
Length of extant handle:
Rim d. approx.

10 . 5 cm.·

31 cm.

Base d. approx. 8 cm .
Length of rim from lip to base, 8.6 cm. at side, 10.7 cm.
at front .

Platon 197 1b: 217, drawing of underside.

'·

1'11

Type IIIA :59;

~£lkro

H!Vl

11+L~82;

Plate XXIII

g~

g'.

(Building B, room 0 (25) ); Platon 1962;

LM "thymiaterion"; HM storage.

Large example .

Direct base.

Upward flaring curved rim.

Vertical loop handle starts from middle of wall and rises
above rim indentation.

Slight boss where handle meets·· rim

on interior of vessel.

Rim is partially reconstructed and

glued .

Thick walls .

Coarsely made.

Red clay tempered with a high

density of dark inclusions 0 . 1 to 6.2 cm . long .

Rim d. 24 cm.; l. · fr om handl e to oppo site side 19 cm .; max
h. at handle 14 cm.; h . at rim opposite handle 8 cm.; base
d. 9 cm.

\
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Type IIIA: 60 ; Zakro HM ; Plate VIII h; XXIII' h.
(Palace, room LIII); PlaLon 1965; LM "Pyriaterion ";
HM storage.

Half of rim is reconstructed .
loop handle rises above rim.

Direct base.

Slight bump on one side of

handle in interior of indentation.
upward .

High vertical

Flaring rim curvei

Deep interior.

Coarsely made .

Red clay tempered with a high density of

inclusions up to 0 . 4 cm. long .

Very thick walls .

Traces

of dark discol ouration on exterior - either due to firing
or secondary burning.

H. a"t top of handle 15 . 3 cm. ; h . at rim opp . handle (recon.)

9 . 6 cm .; rim d . 25.5 cm . ; base d. 11 . 3 cm.
Unpublished.

\
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Type IIIA : 61; Zakrq_ HM .
(Palace, room XLVII (30) ); Platon 10.9.66;
LM "pyraunon"; HM storage .

Small scoop-shaped vessel with vertical loop handle .
Handle is partially reconstructed, meets vessel close to
base and rises slightly
ring base.

abov ~

rim.

..

Flat slightly raised

Upward flaring rim is slightly curved, wider

opposite handle , more vertical at handle, indentation is very
slight . . Rim i s res tored.

Finely textu red orange clay without visible inclusions.

Rim d. 11 . 9 cm.; based. 4.1 and 4 . 5 cm. (uneven); h. at
handle 5.2 cm.; h. at rim opp. handle 3.8 cm. (recon .).

Unpublished.

\
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Type IIIA : 62 ; Zakro HM; Plate VIII i; XX III i.
(Building A room BD); Platen 13.8.71;
HM workshop.

Slight ring at base.
highe r than rim .
part of base .

High vertical loop handle, extends

Considerable portion of rim restored and

Upward flaring rim i s curved in front and

straighter at handle.

Coarsely textured red clay with stone temper .

Base d . 8.4 cm. ; rim d . 20.7 cm.; h. at handle 10.3 cm.;
h. · of rim opp . handle 5 cm .

Unpublished.

\
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Type IIIA:63-70; Zakro.
(Rooms eta, theta, lambda above kit chen; from staircase fill ,
fallen from upper storey); Platon 1971; LM Ia "pyriateria ".

Eight small scoops .

Slightly raised bases.

Small button handles at indent .
.'

No decoration .

All approximately same size .

No dimensions provided.

Platon 1971a:222-224; Pl . 267b.

\
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Type IIIA:71; Zygouries.
(Potter ' s shop , store-room 13; no. 407); Dlegen ;
LH III brazier.

Low flat ve ssel , very shallow.

Indent is curved .

Long

curved horizontal handle points downward lower than the
base.

Undecorated .

Porous brick- red clay, thin g reyish slip.

h. above handle 9. 2 cm.; h. opp. handle 7 . 4- cm.; d. 24. 3 cm.;
1. of handle 16.8 cm.

Blegen 1928 : 161, Fig . 156.

177

Type IIIA:72; Zygouries.
(Potter ' s shop, store-room 13. no. 410); Blegen ;

LH III braziers.
Same as 407 .

Handle has small hole midway between vessel and

tip and a larger hole for suspension at the tip.
,'

Coarse brick-red clay , thin greyish slip .

h. above. handle

9 , 5 cm.; h . opp. handle 7 , 3 cm .; rim d . 23 .3

cm.; 1. of handle 17.2 cm.

Blegen 192 8 : 161, Fig . 156.

\
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Type JIIA:?J-75; Zygouries .
( Potter ' s shop, store-room 13: 3 exampl es) ; Blegen ;

LH III braziers .

Diametres range from 22 to 24.3 cm.; h . at handle 9 to 10 cm .

Blegen 19281 161.
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'r ype IIIB :
Vessel on high, hollowf hyperboloid foot.
either squat or tall.
cylindrical cavity.

Foot is

Interior of foot is a narrow,
Flat base.

S ide walls of tall foot

curve inward , foot being narrower at top than at base.

In

the case of squat-foot ed variety , walls are wider at jointure with rim than at base.
flaring rim.

Foot i s topped by an outward

Flaring rim curves upward from top of f oot

forming a shallow dish.

Rim is either curved or flattened

at lip flaring outward hori zontally.

Rim is

indente~

at one

side by handle which is pressed into the side at the jointure of the foot and the rim.

Handle is of the stra ight

horizontal variety and can cu-rve slightly upward or downward.
This type of vessel is usually undecorated.

Some examples

have traces of an impermanent paint on interior and exterior
surfaces.

The height of thi:; rim above the handle varies from

9.5 to 15 cm., the r im diametre from 12.5 to 25.5 cm.
Type IIIB differs from the basic type IIIA in having a
high cylindrical foot and in never having a loop handle.
.

Type IIIB differs from Type IIIB Variant in not having the
crest at the indentation.

\
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Type IIIB:l;

Go~rnes

Pcd)ados .

(Tomb II, No . 9) ; Hazzidaki s ; LlVi II " thymi aterion " .

High.hyperboloid foot .

Th ick flared base .

Flared rim

curves upward from top of foot and is indented by a horizontal handle featuring a flattened S - shape .
,.,

Coarse clay tempered with sand· and stone inclusions .

No dimensions provided .

Hazz i daki s 1918 : 77 ; Fi g . 21 ,

J.

\
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Type IIIB:2; Katsamba HM 9544; Plate IX a; XXV a , a '.
(TombZ); Alexjou 1952; LM II;
HM display , room VI , case 82 .

Flat base , sl i ghtly flared .
solid .

Cylindrical foot i s raised and

Flaring rim curves upward sl i ghtly and outwa rd

horizontally at lip forming a sharp ridge at J.4 cm. from
lip.

Interior of bowl is s hallow and fl atte ned.

zontal handle is straight and pointed at tip .
pinched

~ogether

Long hori-

Rim is

at indentation above handle .

Surface is decorated on interior arid exterior with red,
black and blue paint on a buf£ white surface .

The r ed and

the blue are the strongest surviving colours .

The blue pa i nt

is impermanent.

Exter ior:

i mpermanent blue on lip; red and

blue vertical stripes alternating under lip; elongated
scallops of red and blue outlined in black on exterior of
bowl.

Interior1

alternating stripes of blue, buff and red

perpendicular to lip; a smaller ring of stripes in same
direction inside of these:

the only visible colour here is

red; has alternating red , blue and buff swirls radiating
from cent re; traces of r ed in central circle; handle has
alternating red and blue stripes painted perpendicularly to
the long axis.

\
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Type IIIB:2 (cont.)

Base d. 8. 1 cm.; rim d. 20 . 6 cm.; h. of rim above handle 14
cm. ; ·h . of rim opp . handle 10 cm.; 1. of handle approx . 11.5
cm . ; tot . length from tip of handle to rim on opp. side 26.8
cm .
•'

Alexiou 1952: 11; Alexiou 1956J 299-305; Hutchinson 1954:
Pl . VIII.

\

\
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Type IIIB:J; Katsamba HM

951~5 ;

Plate XXV b,b'.

(Tomb Z); Alexiou 1952; LM II;
HM display, room VI, case 82 .

High, slightly squat, solid foot.

Flat, slightly flared

base ridged at point where base turns into foot.
horizontal handle narrows at tip.
at indentation .

Rim is

Straight

slightl~

pinched

Inte rior is a shallow dish with a small

concavity in centre .

Rim has a marked ridge where it

flares out horizontally.

Very light beige clay.

Rim partially . reconstructed.

Definite string marks on base.

Interior and exterior covered with non-permanent azu re-blue
paint.

Based. 7.8 cm .; based. above ridge 6.4 cm.; h. of rim
above handle 12 cm.; h. of rim opp. handle 8.8 cm.; rim d.
18 . 7 cm.; 1. of handl e approx. 11.5 cm.; walls are o.6 to
0.7 cm. thick.

Alexiou 1952: 11; Alexiou 1956: 299 -305; Hutchinson 1954:

183-185.

\
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Type IIIB: 1+; Ka tsamba HM

95L~8

~'small").

( Tombs ); Alexiou; LM II;
HM display, room VI, case 82 .

Flat carinated base .

Squat, thick high foot.

zontal handle curve s downward slightly .

Long hori-

Broad , flat rim is

short, has a slight ridge at point above foot .where it
begins to flare horizontally.
Interior of foot filled with charcoal to just below rim
edge.

Red clay tempered with a high density of dark inclusions ca.
0 .1 to 0. 2 cm. long .
paint on interior.

Thick w'a lls.

Monochrome azure blue

Exterior has traces of same blue paint

and is covered with black mottling which may be due to lichens
or fungus.

The black comes off easily when surface is

scratched, revealing the red clay underneath.

No trace of

paint on handle but this may be due to wear.

Paint applied

after firing, is not permanently fixed .

\
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Type IIIB:4 (cont.)

Base d. 10 . 6 cm. below carination; 11.6 cm . above carination ;
length of handle 15.5 cm.; h . of rim above handle 14 cm .; h.
of rim opp. handle 10 . 8 cm. ; rim d . 22 . 8 cm.; thickness of

rim wall 0.7 cm.
,,

Unpublished .

(,

\
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Type IIIB:5; Katsamba HM 9548 ("large".); Plate XXV c,c•.
(Tombs); Alexiou; LM II;
HM display, room IV, case 82 .

Direct base.

Squat raised foot .

Long horizontal handle.

Curved rim is short and flares outward horizontally above
foot.

Hollow interior of foot filled with charcoal.

Orange-red clay tempered with very .few inclusions.

Black

mottling . on exterior of vessel and under part of handle may
be due to lichens or fungus . . Smoked discolouration on
interior, above coals.

Based. 12.6 cm.; rim d. 25.5 cm.; 1 . of handle approx.
16.3 cm .; h. of rim above handle 15 cm.; h. of rim opp.
handle 11.9 cm.; thickness of rim wall 0.8 cm.

Unpublished.
C~
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Type IIIB:6 ; Katsamba HM 9548 ("flared base") ; Plate IX b .
(Tombs); Alexiou; LM II "thymiaterion"'

HM display room VI, case 82.

Squat foot. curved.

Flat base is ridged.

ridges above base around foot.
handle i ndents rim slightly.
at lip.

Two additional

Long straight horizontal
.·

Rim flares outward horizontally

Int erior profile i s a deep bowl with steep sides .

Red clay.matrix. tempered with a high

of s mall

d~nsity

reddish-coloured inclus ions 0.1 cm. long .

Wheel-turned.

Thiele walls.

Interior is filled with coals within the foot .

Interior and exterior covered with an azure blue coloured
paint which seems to have been applied after firing and is
not permanent.

Blue paint is better preserved on interior .

Some traces of same paint on handle.

Based . 11.6 cm.; rim d. 22 cm.; h. of rim above handle 13
cm . ; h . of rim opp. handle 10.5 cm.; 1. of

han~le

15 cm .
Unpublished.

\

\
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Type IIIB:?: Knossos Upper Gypsades ; Plate IXL.
( Tomb X, no. 2: GYP/55/P27): Hood 1955:
LM III A2 lamp or brazier;
Ep.Syll., room 3, case 132-4.

Original pieces glued together .
Slightly flared base.
cal foot .

Rim slightly restored.

Shallow bowl set on a high ·cyli'ndri-

Simple interior profile .

wider than usual .

Interior of foot is

Flaring rim curves -upward to top of foot,

then bulgas to form bowl and flares horizontally at lip.
Straight handle points upward .

Coarsely textured orange-coloured clay tempered with a high
density of dark and some light inclusions 0.1 to 0.4 cm.
long .

Underside of base is orange, other surfaces of vessel

are a light tan colour.

Exterior and interior surfaces are

covered with a light sl ip which is the ground for the
coloured painted decoration.

Traces of impermanent blue

colour on interior of rim and red and blue on exterior.
Bottom of interior is discoloured by coals or smoke .
.'
.J

Based . 5 . 3 cm . : rim d. 13.2 cm .: d . of rim ridge 9,7 cm.;
tot. length 20 cm.; h . of rim above handl e 9.5 cm.; h. of
rim opp . handle 8 cm.

\
Hood, Huxley and Sanders 1958-59: 250 ; Fig. 29 , Pl. 57e .
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Type IIIB: B; Knossost Tomb opposite Temple Tomb HM 18632;
Plate IX d.
(KSP/60/P5) ; Hood 1960; LM II "thymiaterion";
Ep.Syll., room 3.

Hig h, hollow cylindrical foot .
and s lightly flared .
narrows at tip .

Horizo~tal

Base is thick and solid
handle curves upward,/

Flaring rim curves upward from foot on

exterior, is flattened on interior and shallow with a small
circula~

opening on top of foot.

Rim is broken and glued .

Orange-red clay matrix tempered with a high density of both
light and dark inclusions smaller than 0.1 cm.

Surface is

baked to a light brown colour.

Base 6.6 cm .; h . of foot 6 . 8 cm.; d. of foot 4.6 cm. ; rim
d. 12 . 5 cm.; 1. of handle 9 cm.; d. of inner circle at top
of foot 4 cm . ; h. of rim above handle 10 cm . ; h . of rim opp.
handle 9 cm.

Daux 1961: 880; Platen and Davaras l.960 : 51 9.

\
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rue

IIIB : ~;

}inosr;os, Tomb opposite Temple Tomb HM 18640;

Plate XXV d f d'.
(KSP/P4); Hood 1960; LM II "thymiaterion ";
Ep . Syll., room 3,

Scoop-like vessel.
as it rises.

Squat foot is narrower

Flared base.

handle restored.

base, wider

Hollow interior filled with

charcoal and ash (sample taken).
rim is horizontal at lip.

abo~e

Straight upward flaring

Long straight handle.

End of

Part of rim broken.

Clay is evenly baked to a light beige colour.

Tempered with

occasional dark inclusions 0.2 to O.J cm. long.

Base d. 5.3 cm.; d. of foot above ba9e 4.8 cm.; rim d. 15.6
cm.; 1. of handl e approx. 10 cm.; h. of rim above handle 10.1
cm.; h. of rim opp. handle 7,3 cm.; thickness of walls 0.5 cm.

Daux 1961: 880; Platon and Davaras 1960: 519.
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Type IIIB:10; Knossos Isopata.
(Tomb 5, Tomb of the Polyc hrome Vases); Evans 1910 ;
LM I chafing pan.

Squat foot .

Moulding along base .

zontally at top of foot .

Rim flares out hori-

Straight horizontal handle indents

rim.

Undecorated .

t ot . ·l . 38 cm .

Evans 1914: 26 , Fi g . 38 .

'

\

.·
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Type IIIB:11; Knossos Isopata.
( Tomb 2 , Tomb of the Double Axes); Evans 1910 ;
LM I-II brazier or chafing dish.

Handle and pa.rt of bowl.
•'

Evans 1914: 59.

Fig . 53, plan of Tomb .

.

\
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Type IIIB:1 2 ; Knos sos Isopata J™ 6502.
(Tomb I); Evans 1910; LM II chafing dis h used for fumigation;
Ep.Syll . , room JJ ca se 22.

Fla red base.

Raised but squat cyrlindrical foot.

Flared rim

curves upward, then horizontally and downward at lip.
reconstructed at indentation .a nd on side.
reconstructed.
at tip.

Rim

Part of base

Long straight horizontal handle is tapered

Rim is very flat , not bowl - shaped.

Red- orange clay tempered with multfple dark inclusions 0 . 1
to O. J cm. long .

Coarsely textured .

" Contained charcoal and resinous material :

colophonium ".

Base d. 11. 5 cm.; d. of f oot above base 7.8 cm. ; rim d .
24 cm . ; l. of handle approx . 18 cm . ; h. of rim at l i p 6.5 err. . ;
h. of r i m opp . handle be f ore it curves downward 7. 6 cm. ; h .
of rim a bove handle (recon .) 12 . h cm .

Evans 191 4 : 13 note 4.

# 1.

\
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Type IIIB:13; Knossos Temple Tomb HM 9076 ; Plate XXVI a .
(From floor of tomb); Evans 1931;
incense-burner or fumigator; Ep . Syll., room 3, case 33 .

Foot narrows at mid - height , widens at base and at top where
rim curves outward.

Rim is flat on i nterior , curved on

exterior, horizontal at lip.

Finely made .
inclusions.

Handle curves upward.

Reddish-brown clay tempered with very small
Exterior surface baked to a lighlt brown colour.

Exterior and interior surface s covered with a white slip .
Red, white and black plant' designs -painted over slip .
No- traces of burning . .

Base d . 7.2 cm.; d. of foot at narrow point 5.8 cm . ; h. of
foot 8 cm.; length of handle 13.7 cm.; h. of rim above handle
14 cm.; h. of rim opposite handle 10.8 cm.

Evans 1935 : 1011-1014; Fig. 962 bot. ; Pl . XXXVa , b.

\
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~

I IIB 114 ; Knossos Zafer Papoura .

(Chamber Tomb 95 , no . f) ; Evans 1904; chafing pan .

Broken .

Resembles I IIB : 15 .

Evans 1906 : 85.

\
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Type I I I B: 15 ; Knossos Zafer Papoura

Hrf:

5151 ; Plate XXVI b , b '.

(Chamber Tomb 32 , from behind inmost sarcophagus);
Evans 1904; Ep .Syll ., room 3 , case 22.

Very slightly flared base .

High hollow cylindrical foo t.

Rim flares outward in a straight profile from top of f oot.
Straight horizontal handle curves upward slightly.

Interior

of rim is flattened and horizontal above foot, flares out
horizontally towards lip.

Round cavity in interior of foot.

Rim partially restored.

Light beige-brown clay tempered with occasional light
inclusions 0.2 to 0 .3 cm . long, ·and dark inclusions 0.1 cm.
long .

Extensive dark grey discolGIUration on rim interior,

exterior of vessel and on underside of handle.
ation under base (may have been scoured) .

No discolour-

Canntained coals.

Base d. 9 cm.; h. of foot 9 , 7 cm . ; rim d. 16:5 cm . ; 1. of
handle 9.7 cm.; h. of rim above handle 15 cm. ; h. of rim opp .
handle 12.6 cm .; walls are 0.9 cm. thick .

Evans 1906: 49- 50.

Tomb 32.

Fig. 46 and 118, 32.

\
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Type IIIB:16; Knossos Selopoulos HM 12000; Plate XXVI c.
(SEL/57); Platen and Huxley 1957; LM III A 2 - LM III B
"pyriaterion"; Ep . Syll ., room 3, case 134.

Handle, part of rim , indentation and part of base are reconstructed .

Slight bulge (ring )

~etween

foot and curved rim .

Rim interior i s ridged above foot and flattened.

Recon-

structed handle curves downward and then upward as it narrows
to tip (shallow U-s hape ).

Light orange -brown clay tempered with a high dens ity of
small dark i nclus ions , smaller than 0 .1 cm. long .

Base d . 8 . 1 cm .; h. of foot 9.7 cm .; rim d. 14.4 cm. ; d . of
interior opening where rim is flattened 6 . 1 cm . ; d. of foot
whe re it meets rim 5,9 cm.; h. of rim opposite handle 13 cm . ;
h. of rim at indentation (reconstructed) 1.4.8 cm .

Platen 1957: 332-334.

\
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Type IIIB : 17; Knonsor- Selopoulos HM 12001; Plate XXVI d .
(SEL/P/1); Platon and Huxley 1957;

LM

III A 2 - LM III B

"pyriaterion" ; Ep . Syll. , room 3, case 134 .

Rim spread out horizontally in interior , curves gently
upward on exterior .

Horizontal handle curves slightly

downward, then upwa rd .

Foot .flares outward slightly at base .

Surface colour of clay is very light tan .

Clay is tempered

with a high density of dark and light inclusions 0 . 1 .to 0 . 3
cm . long .

String marks on base where vessel was separated

from wheel.

Base d . 6 . 7 cm . ; d. of foot above base 4 . 9 cm .; h . of foot
7, 8 cm.; length of handle 13 . 7 cm. ; r i m d. 15 . 8 cm .; h . of

rim a t i n dent 12 . 4 cm. ; h . of r im opposite handle 10 cm.

Platon 1957 : 332 - 334 .

\
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Type IIIB:18 ; Knossos Selopoulos m.: 12002; Plate IX e; XXVI e .
(SEL/57/P10); Platon and Huxley 1957; LM III A 2 - LM III B
"pyriaterion"; Ep .Syll., room J, case 134 .

Slightly flared, thic k , flat base.
foot.

High, hollow cylindrical

Flared rim curves gently upward from top of foot

which is delineated by a slight ridge.
at lip.
tip.

Rim slightly

e~erted

Horizontal handle curves upward and is narrower at

Vessel is .mended but complete .

Clay is a very light tan colour on surface , redder in interior
surface of foot toward base .

Light brown colour on interior.

Matrix is tempered with miriut.e black inclusions and occasional.
large white inclusions 0 . 2 cm . long.
Faint string marks on base.

Ba se d. 6 . 6 cm.; foot d. 4. 6 cm.; h. of foo t approx . 9 cm. ;
rim d. 12.6 cm. ; 1. of handle 9.8 cm.; tot. length 20.8 cm .;
h. of rim above handle 12 . 4 cm .; h . of rim opp. handle 11.2
cm.

Platon 1957: 332 -3 34 .

\
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Type IIIB:19; Knossos Selopoulos

H~

12003; Plate IX f ; XXVI f .

(SEL/57/M26 ); Pluton and Huxley 1957; LM III A 2- LM IIIB
"pyriaterion"; Ep . Syll. , room 3, case 11.34.

Slightly flared base .
horizontal handle.
foot to lip.
base.

High cylindr ical foot.

Straight

Rim flares outward horizontally above

Interior of foot has a small raised bump at

The interior side wall s of the foot form a shallow

channel around the bump .

Clay is baked to a very light tan colour, almost white .
Tempered with a very high density of dark inclusions less
than 0.1 cm. long .

Faint string marks under base.

Base d. 7.2 cm .; h. from base to top of bump 2 . 2 cm.; h. of
foot 8:8

cm~;

tot. length 22.2 cm .; rim d. 14.6 cm.;

thickness of interior bump 1.6 cm.

Platen 1957: 332-334 .

\
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!;yj?,e III.l3 : 20:

Knos~;os

Mavrospilio .

( Tomb IX, Chamber D, no . 9) ; Forsdyke 1926-27;

LM III brazier .

De ep body with roll moul d ing at foot .
•'

Forsdyke 1926- 27: 268.

\
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Type IIIB:21; Knossos Mavrospilio HM 8368 ; Plate IX g .

(Tomb I X C) ; Forsdyke 1926-27; Lf.1 II braz i er ;
Ep . Syll ., room J , case 27.

High cylindrical foot .

Direct base.

Rim flares upward

with a very slight curve , almost vertically, then curves upward at a sharper angle to lip.
with a restricted opening

abov~

Interior top i s horizontal
t he foot.

Interior of foot

has small raised bump finished off roughly on top of base.
Straight horizontal handle curv.es upward .

Two

piece~

of

chal6edony (o r soapstone ?) which has been fired found i ns ide
ves sel .

Stone is grey- green with a very smooth surface .

Orange -red clay tempered with many small dark inclusions
less than 0.1 cm . long .

Thick walls .

Traces of white s lip

on interior and exterior surfaces.

Based. 7 cm.; h. from base to top of r aised bump 2 . 2 cm.;
h. of foot 7. 8 cm. ; rim d . 17.1 cm.; rim d. at a ngle 6 . 3 cm.;
tot. length 23 . 6 cm .; h . of rim above handle 12. 8 cm.; h. of
rim opp. handle 9 . 8 cm.

Forsdyke 1926 - 27 : 268.

\
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Type IIIB:22; Knossos mavrospilio HM 8369; Plate XXV e.
(Tomb V, chamber B) ; Forsdylce 1926-27; LM II I " anthrakodochi";
Ep . Syll., room 31 case 27 .

Slight ring at base .

Foot is broader and lower than 12000 ,

12001 and 9076, but curved l i ke 9076.

8368.

S i milar in shape to

Rim fl ares upwa rd in continuous curve from bas e of

foot to lip where i t flares out horizontally.
at interior rim 4.9 cm . from lip.

Sharp ridge

Horizontal ha ndle narrows

to a peak at end , curves upward from rim .

Rim opposite

handle i s restored.

Reddish-orange clay tempered·with a high density of dark
and light inclus ions 0.1 to 0.3 cm. long.

Based. 7.6 cm.; d. of foot above base 6.2 cm.; rim d. 18.2
cm.; h. of rim at handle 12 cm.; h . of rim oppo s ite handle

8.7 cm.; d. of ridge on interior 8.5 cm.; t hickness of walls
0.8 to 0.9 cm.

Forsdyke 1926-27: 257, Pl. XXII , No. V. 14.

\
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Type IIIB : 23; Knossos Mavrosnilio m;; 8370

(Tomb I X C); Forsdyke 1926-27; Lf.1 II "anthrakodochi

11
;

Ep.Syll., room J , case 27.

Flared ring base.

Foot is carinated where it meets rim.

Rim flares out horizontally, tilts downward slightly.

Entire

rim opposite handle is reconstructed, therefore the tilt may
not have been so marked origirially.

Horizontal handle curves

upward and narrows at tip .

Clay is red-orange colour, tempered with occasional dark inclusions, 0.2 cm. long .

Exterior and interior surfaces bear

traces of a white slip which ·has partially worn off.
ior foot darkened to a light grey colour .

Inter-

Area of foot just

above base also darkened.

Base d . 8 . 1 cm . ; d. of interior ridge 8 . 2 cm.; reconstructed
r im d . 19 . 8 cm .; length of handle ca . 10 . 7 cm.; h . of rim
a t handle 14.1 cm . ; h. of rim opposite handle (reconstructed)

9.5 cm .; d . of foot above base 6.6 cm .; d. of foot under rim
at carination 9 . 4 cm .

Forsdyke 1926-27: 268.

No . IX c. 1 .

\
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Type IIIB:24; Knos sos Mavrospilio HM 8371 .
(Tomb XXI) ; Forsdyke 1926-27 ; LM III brazier;
EP . Syll. , room 3, case 27 .

Slightly flared base.
high.

Hollow cylindrical foot i s not very

Upward flaring rim begins at base and curves upward

making a slight outward curve at the height of the handle.
Rim spreads outward horizontally at 1.6 cm. from lip .
Interior of bowl is relatively shallow.
reconstructed as is portion of base.

Handle is entirely

Bowl is glued . .

Dark reddish-brown clay matrix tempered wit h a hig h density
of dark inclusions 0.1 to 0.3· cm. long .

Coarse ly made .

Exterior and interior surface unevenly fired , slightly
blackened erratically .

Bas ed. 7. 8 cm. ; d. of foot a bove base 6 cm.; r im d. 18 . J cm .;
interi or d. at ridge 14 . 8 cm .; 1 . of r e con . handl e approx .
12. 7 cm .; h . of rim above handle 11. 2 cm.; h . of rim opp .
handle 9. 5 cm .

Forsdyke 1926-27 : 284, No. XXI. 1 .

\
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Type IIIB:24 ; Knossos Mavrospilio HM 8371 .
(Tomb XXI) ; Forsdyke 1926-27; LM III brazier;
EP.Syll ., room 3, case 27 .

Slightly flared base.
high.

Hollow cylindrical foot is not very

Upward flaring rim begins at base and curves upward

making a slight outward curve. at the he i ght of the handle.
Rim spreads outward horizontall y at 1.6 cm. from lip.
Interior of bowl i s relatively shal low .
reconstructed as is portion of base .

Handle is entirely

Bowl is glued . .

Dark reddish-brown clay matrix tempered with a high density
of dark inclusions 0.1 to O.J· cm. long .

Coarsely made .

Exterior and i nterior surface unevenly fired , slightly
blackened erratically .

Based. 7.8 cm.; d. of foot above base 6 cm.; rim d . 18.3 cm.;
interior d. at ridge 14.8 cm.; 1. of recon. handle approx.
12.7 cm.; h. of rim above handle 11.2 cm.; h . of rim opp .
handle 9.5 cm .

Forsdyke 1926-27: 284 , No . XXI. 1 .

\
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Type IIIB: 2 5; Knossos rria vrospil i o HM 8JE ; Pla t0 XX VI g .
(Tomb XVI); Forsdyke 1926-27; LM brazier;
EP . Syll., room 3, case 27.

Handle reconstructed .

Slightly carinated base.

cylindrical foot is squat .
ho rizontal ly at l i p .

Hollow

Rim spreads upward and outward
•'

Two p i e ces of quartz stone i ns i de of

vesse l.

h. of rim opp . handle 7 cm .; r i m d . 18 cm .

Forsdyke 1926- 27 : 276, No . XVI . 3.

\
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.'£.;y:Qe IIIB:26; Knossos Mavrospilio HM 8373 .
(Tomb XXI); Forsdyke 1926-27; LM III brazier;
EP . Syll. , room 3, case 27 .

Part of rim broken off, not reconstructed.
very slightly flared.

Straight

hor~zontal

Direct base ,
handle.

Slight
~

bulge between foot and rim.

Clay matrix is light brown tempered with occasional dark
inclusions 0.1 to 0.2 cm. long.

Interior of foot is.

s l ightly darkened to a dark grey colour due to exposure to
fire or smoke.

Based.

5 .6 cm .;

d . of foot above base

5 cm. ; h . of foot

approx . 6.4 cm .; rim d. 13 . 6 cm .; 1 . of handle approx . 9 cm .;
h . of rim above handle 11 . 5 cm .; h . of rim opp. handle

9,5 cm.

Frosdyke 1926-27 : 284 , No . XX.I. l ; Pl . XXII .
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Jype IIIB:27; Knossos l\1avrospilio HM BJ.2.±.
( Tomb XII): Forsdyke 1926-2?; LlVI III brazier ;
Ep.Syll., room J, case 27.

Handle and portions of rim reconstructed .
flared base.

Very slightly

Rim is simple , no t horizontal and ridged.

Light reddish- brown clay matrix tempered with a high density
of large dark inc lusions 0.2 to 0.3 cm . long .

Based. 5 cm.; d . of foot above base 4 . 4 cm .; rim d . 12.8
cm.; 1 . of recon . handle approx . 9 cm.; h . of rim above
haridle 9 . 6 cm .; h. of rim

op~.

handl e 8 . 6 cm.

Forsdyke 1926-27: 272 , No . XII.2.

\
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Type IIIB:28 ; HM .
Ep.Syll., room J, case 89.

Thick, slightly flared base.
foot supports

~b o wl -shape

Very high-hollow cylindrical

with a rim which i s flared and

straight in front, and curved at handle.

Bowl-shaped top
•'

is shallow and the interior of the foot is wide.

Rim is

horizon tal at top forming a ridge at 1.J cm. from lip.
Horizontal handle curves in a flattened S - shape.

Coarsely textured dark reddish-brown clay tempered with a
h i gh density of dark inclusions up t o 0 . 6 cm . long .

All

exterior surfaces except for underside of base are a dark
grey colour, possibly due to exposure to fire, to smoke or
due to firing .

Base d. 7 . 8 cm . ; thickness of base 1. 2 cm .; h . of f oot 8 cm .;
rim d. 14.6 cm.; total length 2J . J cm . ; h . of rim above
handle 12.8 cm . ; h . of rim opp. handle 12 cm .

Unpublished .

\
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Type IIIB Variant:
Dish-shaped vessel on v ery high hyperboloid , hollow
foot with flared base.
in interior of foot.

Small cylindrical cavity is formed
Rim curves slight.ly upward from top

of foot and is almost straight in profile .

Straight ho ri-

zontal handle i s pressed into side of rim, above foot .
Handle indents rim and po ints slightly downward. ' A tablike vertical crest is formed ·on i nterior of vessel at the
point of indentation .

The top of the crest rises a bove the

indented rim and forms a peak.

The lower part of due crest

is at the same height as the top of t he handle.

The ves se l

is wheel-turned, the handle is hand-fashioned.

No exterior

or interior decoration.

No slip on exterior surfaces .

The

heights , measured from the base to the top of the crest
vary from 19 . 5 to 23.8 cm. , the rim diametres from 22 to 25
cm .

\
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'l'.YPC IIIB 11a rian-L:1; Kat s~unba HM 9546; Plat e IX h.

(Tomb B); Alexiou 1951; Ll\1 II "thyrniate rion ";
Ep .Syll ., room 3, case 26 .

Ri m curves upward slightly from base .

Does not have as

sharply marked a foot as 14675 and 5158 .

Handle is straight ,
,'

horizontal and curves upward .slightly.
top and bottom .

Crest is rounded on

Interior filled with charcoal.

Reddish-orange clay with inclusions of darker matter 0.1 cm.
length.

Base d. 8 .4 cm.; rim d. 23. 8 ·cm.; slight angle and ridge of
rim at 2 cm. from edge ; d. of rim at inner ridge : 19.4 cm.;
thickness of walls app roximately 1 cm.; thickness of crest
1.2 cm.; 1. of handle 13 cm. ; h. of rim at handle 16 . 6 cm . ;
h. of rim opposite handle 15 cm.; h. of rim and cres t above
handle 22 cm.; h. of crest 11 cm.

Alexiou 1952:11; Alexiou 1956 :299-305; Hutchinson 1954 :
183-1 85.

\
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Type

IIIB~Variant : 2;

(Tomb H):
HI'II

Katsamba 14674 ; Plate IX i; XXVII a, a '.

Alexiou 1963; LM III a ;

d i splay , room VI , case

I nterior of base shallow.
base.

?LL

Foot is solid up to 6 cm . from

Crest rounded underneath and along front , straight

and oblique on top .

Glued and r estored.

Very coarsely textured clay - reddish - brown with high density
of dark inclusions 0 .1 to 0. 3 cm .· length .

Based. 8.6 cm . ; h. of foo t approximately 10 cm.; length of
handl e 13 cm .; rim d . 24.8 cm.; ·d . of interior of foot at
base 3 . 2 cm .; slight ridge at 1 cm. from rim edge.; thickness
of walls 6 to 1 . 4 cm .; h. of rim opposite handle 18.4 cm.;
h. of rim and crest above handle 22.6 cm.; h . of crest 9 cm.

Al exiou 1966a : 189-200.

\
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Type IIIB Vnriant13; Katsarnba 146?5; Plate XXVII b , b' .
(Tomb H) ; Alexiou 1963; LM III a ;
HM display , room VI, case 74.

Wheel-turned - coarsely made - no decoration.

Clay is reddish-brown.

High density of dark inclusions

0.1 to 0.3 cm. length.

Based. ·8.8 cm.; h. of foot

approximat~ly

11.3 cm.;

~·

of

handle 11. 2 cm.; rim d. 22 .6 cm.; h. of crest 9 cm.;
thickness of crest 1

cm.;·~·

of rim and crest above handle

23. 4 cm.; h . of rim opposite'handle 18 cm.; h. of rim at
side 18.1 cm .

Alexiou 1966a : 189-200.

\
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Type IIIB

Variant:L~;

Katsamba 14676; Plate IX j, XXVII c.

(Tomb H); Alexiou 1963 ;

LM

III a ;

Ep.Syll . , room 3 , case 26 .

Crest is rounded at bottom and front, straig ht and oblique
on top.

Interior of foot has very small diametre.

is massive and flares s l ightly outward .

Base

Base , foot and

rim are partially restored.

Coarsely. made .

Rough textured clay, reddish-brown with

high density of dark inclusions from 1 to 5 cm . length.

Based . 10 cm .; h . of foot 10 . 2 cm.; length of handle 13.6
cm.; rim d . 25 cm .; d . of interior of foot at base 3 . 8 cm .;
slight ridge at 0 . 8 cm . from rim edge; thickness of walls
1.4 cm.; h. of rim opposite handle 16. 8 cm.; h. of rim and
crest above handle 23 . 8 cm.; h. of crest 9 cm.

Alexiou 1966a: 189-200 .

\
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Type: IIICa

Dish-shaped vessel with scoop-like rim.

Massive flat

base has a small cavity in interior with one or two ridges
on interior side walls.

Some vessels of this type have a

small ring-shaped well or cup in interior.

Upward flaring

rim spreads out horizontally above base to lip forming a
slight ridge on interior.

Rim is indented at one sida

above straight horizontal handle.
flatt~ned

Rim opposite handle is

and forms a shallow scoop.

Handle is usually

narrower a.t ·the tip and curves either upward or
but never below base level.
paint or .slip.

down~ard,

Some examples bear traces ef

Examples vary in height from 5.7 to 11.4 cm .

at and handle and in diametre· f rom 12 to 2).5 cm.
turned dish.

Wheel-

Interior ridges of well fashioned after vessel

is detached from wheel.

Handle is hand-fashioned.

Some

examples bear decoration, such as a coloured slip, but most
are plain.
sions.

Clay is usually washed, has few or no inclu-

In comparison with ethers, vessels of this type are

more carefully and .less coarsely made.

\
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!.YJ.?r! IIIC,r1s Apesokarl HM 1680.§.1 Plate X a, XXVIII a.

(Tomb)s Davaras 1963, EMJ ma storage.
Glued' and restored.

Direct foot.

Long handle, flattened

at tip points upward slightly.

Upward flaring rim is

curves, then straight to lip.

Shallow interior has one

slight ridge at base forming a shallow well.
small ridge where rim straightens.
reconstructed.

Another

Small sections of rim

Three ridges on exterior of lip caused by

turning .on the fast wheel .

Light tan coloured clay matrix.
Finely made.

No

visible inclusions .

Partially presorred dark wash (or slip? ) on

interior and exterior surfaces.
Based. 4.5 cm., rim d. 1j.5 em . s max . l ength of handle
and vessel 19 . 2 cm.s rim h. above handle 6.2 cm., h. of
rim opp. handle 2.7 cm.

Alexiou 19631 405 .

\
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Type IIIC12 1 Katsamba HM .
(Tomb A)s Al exiou 1951 s LM II1
Ep.Syll., room J, case 26.

Direct s olid base.

Sha llow interior ha s ring with very·

slightly raised sides.

forms a small well.

Ring is depressed in centre and

Straight handle points upward.

Surface of clay is light reddish-brown colour tempered with
some inclusions 0.1 to 0.2 cm. long.

Based. 4.9 cm., d. of interior weil J.4 cm.1 d. of rim
ridge 6 cm.

J

rim ·d. 12.6 cm.,, l. of handle approx. 8.5 cm.

h. of rim above handle ( slightly restored) 6.4 cm.s h. of
rim opp. handle J.1 cm. at top, J em. at lip.

Alexiou 1952a 11

1

Alexiou 19561 299-3051 Hutchinson 1954a

183-185.

\
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Type IIIC13s Katsamba HM 10010.
(Tomb D/53)s Alexiou 1953 s Lbl II1
Ep . Syll .• room 3. case 26.
Rim fractured and glued, some pieces missing .
low.

Extremel~

Small and

thick base has slight ring around it.

Handle curves upward slightly.

Interior is shallow .

One

sharp ridge and slight inden.ta·tion in interior di.rectly

above base forming a. small recoptacle .
has

slig~tly

Centre interior

raised bump.

Reddish-orange clay , tempered with ·occasional small
inclusions 0.1 cm. long and

~ome

as large as 0 . 4 cm . long.

Base d. 3 .1 em. s ·thickness of base 1. 8 cm.' 1. of handle
approx. 6.7 cm.s d. of inner rim ridge J.6 cm., rim d. 12

cm.1 h. of rim above handle 5.7 cm.; h. of rim opp. handle

3.5 cm. at downward curite , 3.2 em. at l ip .
Alexiou 1956a )00.

\
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T;ype IIIC s4s Katsamba HM 1 0022 s Plate X b.
(Tomb Z)i Alexiou, LM II "thymiaterion"s
Ep.Syll., room J, ease 26.

Rim and .handle are broken slightly.

r ing base slightly

res~ricted

dish is very shallow .

Raised, narrowP.solid

as it rises .

Interior of

Flaring rim curves upward and t hen

outward horizontally to lip a t 2.2 cm. from lip, forming a

smooth, r ounded ridge on interior of rim. · Very slightly
raised ring on interior bottoms shallower within walls .

Horizontal handle curves slightly downward .

Light orange-brown olay .

No .visible i nclusions.

Based. 3.6 cm .g d. of t op of base j.2 cm., base h. 1 cm.a

rim d. 12.8 cm.s 1. from tip of handle to rim on opp . side
(reeon.) 18.9 cm.s d. of rim ridge 8.4 om., d. of well in
base 3.6 cm.a h. of rim above handle 7 om., h. of r.im opp.
handle J.8 cm.
Alexiou 1956, 301-305

\
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Type IIICt5J Knossos Ayios

Ioannis~

(Wa.rrior grave, object 2)' Hood, LM II lamp .

Broke·n but complete .

High foot, ridge .around base.

Bowl

has raised rib around interior forming a shallow cup •

Orange clay.

Tra.ees o! blue paint on top of rim and

i nside of bowl.

..

Faint traces of red paint on inside of

bowl .
l . w. handles 18.5 em., w. 14 cm., h. 7.8 cm.

Hood 1956t 92.

'\
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Type IIICs6s Knossos Isopata HM 650.1_.

(Tomb I)s Evans 1910s LM II chafing dishs
Ep.Syll., room

J, case 22 .

Extensively restored .

Direct slightly ringed base .

Rudimentary single ring ridge on interior wall close to
,,

base.

Handle curves sharply ·upward.

Light tan c oloured clay t empered with small inclusions ca.
0.1 cm. long.

Interior and exterior surfaces and handle

covered with red paint .

Based. 4.J om.J rim d. 12.8 -cm.; d. of interior rim ridge

6.J om., d. of ring ridge in base 2.8 cm., 1. of handle
approx. 8.2 cm.r h. of rim above handie 6.1 cm.sh. of rim
opp . handle J cm.
Evans 19141 13, note 4, #2 .

\
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Type IIICrZJ Knossos Temple Tomb HM 9118s ·p1ate X c.
(No. 12, from. inner room) J Evans 1931 J "thYlJ'.i atorion" J

Ep.Syll., room

J, case 33.

Slightly flared thick ba se.
:root, medium high.

Squat hollow cylindrical

Flared rim curves upward 0 makes a sligh·t

ridge before flaring straight toward lip.
of rim is straighter than exterior.
shape in bottom centre.

Interior profile

Interior has small cup

Centre of cup is depressed.

of cup are high in proportion te ·its diametre and
slightly inward.

Walla

cu~ve

Part of rim opposite handle restored.

Straight horizontal handle.

Clay is light brown, tempered with small dark inclusions ·ca.
0.1 cm. long.

Entire surface is mottled with black spots.

Based. 6.6 cm., h. from base to ridge at rim exterior 5.4
cm.; h. from base to . bottom of cup 1.5 cm.1 rim d. 12.8 cm.,
rim d. at interior -ridge 7 cm.1 d. of cup 3 cm.s d. of cup
interior 1.3 cm.1 1. from tip of handle -to opp. side 20 cm.,
h. of rim above handle 9.6 cm.r h. of rim opp. handle
(restored) 8 cm .

Unpublished.

22lf.

TyPe IIIC18s Knossos Temple Tomb HM 2050s Plate XXVIII b.
Evans 19311 Ep.Syll., room), case

Rim e·x tensivoly restored.
reconstructed at end.

33~

Handle broken in centre and

Direct massive base.

Interior is

shallow and has a small ring shaped well in it with a
depression in the centre of the well and slightly · raised
side walls.

Horizontal handle curves upward slightly.

Light brown clay tempered with

man~

inclusions leas than 0.1 cm. long.

very small dark
Interior covered with

the remains of a reddish-black slip.

Based. 4.J cm., rim d. (reeon.) 13.9 cm.s d. of handle
2.9 cm.s d. of inner ridge 6 cm.ad. of inner well 3.3 cm.s

h. from base to bottom of well 1.7 cm.sh. of rim above
handle 7.3 cm.1 h. of rim opp. handle ( recon. ) 4.5 cm.s
thickness of walls

o.6

om.

Unpublished .

\

\
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Type IIIC121 Knoasos

~omb

OEposite Temple Tomb HM 186411

Plate X d1 XXVIII o.

(KsP. P J)s Hood 1960s LM II "thymiaterion"1
Ep.Syll. , room 3.

Direct massive base.

Straight horizontal handl e .

Interior

of dish has a shallow well with slight ly ra.isGd curved· side
walls a nd a small bump in depressed eentre .

Very s hallow

interior.

Rim flares straight upward, then outward hori-

zontally_.

Very pronounced rim inden·ta tion .

Light reddish-orange coloured clay .tempered with few dark
inclusions ca. 0.1 cm. long •. Finely made.

Based.

Even surface.

5.9 cm.J h. from base to well interior 1.6 cm.1

tot. length from tip of handle to opp. rim 20.2 cm.1 rim . d.
14.8 em., d. rim ridge 10 cm.1 d. of well at base 4 cm.;
at top of walls 2.3 cm.1 h. of rim above handle

7' cm.sh.

of rim opp. handle 4.6 cm., h. of rim at side J.8 cm.

Daux 19611 8801 Platen and Davaras 19601 519.

\
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Type II!Ct10J Knossos Mavroopilio HM 8J75, Plate X e.

(Tomb IX B)1 Forsdyke 1926-27i LM III brazie rs
Ep.Syll . , room) , case 27 .

Rim reconstructed at indent. and lip circumference.
Fragment ed and glued.
flared ring base.
c~lindrica l

Part of base· reconstructed .

Thick

Foot constricts above base , is

and squat.

Interior has small cup-shaped

container with high flared verti cal walls.
container is larger than usual.

Interior of

Horizontal handle curves

downward.

Coarsely made.
Orange-red clay t empered with small inclusions ca . 0.1 em.
long.

Interior and exterior surfaces may have been covered

with a white slip which has worn through.

Slightly darkened

on interior.

Based. 8.2 cm.s thickness of base 1 em., d. of foot above
base 6.; cm., rim d. (recon.) 19 cm.ad. of interior cup
4 cm., h. of rim above handle (recon.) 12 cm.sh. of rim

opp. handle 8.4 cm.,

tot~.length

27 cm., h. from base to

interior of cup 2.4 cm., h. from base to top of cup rim

5.2 cm.
\

Forsdyke 1926-271 268, Fl.g. 46. no. IX.B.12.
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Type IIICi11J
(To~b

~~pssos

Mavrospilio HM

8~z.§.1

Pla te X f.

VII A)s Forsdyk0 1926-27, LM braziers

Ep.Syll., room 3, case 27.
Slight ring base.

Thick, squat foot.

Flaring rim curves

upward, forms a ridge below horizontal lip.

Small well

inside of foot has raiaed, slign·tly outcurving rim, interior
is raised higher than tho channel around the well and the
centre is very slightly depressed.
shaped.

The well is button

Handle is straight and horizontal.

handle is reconstruc·ted.

I\

The end of the

Part of the rim reeonstru.cted at

indent and at rim opposite indent.

Coarsely textured elay .

Light reddish-brown tempered with

multiple dark lnelusions 0.1 to 0.3 em. long.

Based. 4.8 em.s rim d. 12.3 cm.s d. at rim ridge 8.8 cm.s
d. of interior well rim 2. 9 em. r thiolmess of foot from

base to channel around well 2.2 cm., from base to· interior
of well 3 em.s tot. 1. (reeon.) 17.6 cm.sh. at ri.m above

handle (rec.) 8 cm.J h. of rim opp . handle 5.6 cm.
~orsdyke

1926-271 26), Pl. XXII, no. VII.A.24.

\
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Type IIIC i i 2 s

Kr1os~1os So.~1;,i:.:m

fill 9)9J s Pla tc XX VIII d.

(Tomb Es MIII/P 11)J Hood 1951s LM II l amp1
Ep.Syll., room

J, ease 20.

Broken and restored.

Direct base.

rim, horizontal at lip .

Straight upward flaring

Long straight horizontal handle.

Interior of base has small, shallow cup with raised cide
walls.

Reddish-~range

cm. long.

clay tempered with small. inclusions

Very soft fabric.

o~.

0.1

Traces of blue paint on top

of rim and handle.

Rim d. 20 cm.s d. of inner rim ridge 12.5 cm., d. of cup at
interior of base 4.2 cm.r h. of walls of cup 1.6 cm.1 1. of
handle approx . 11 em.s h. of rim above handle 9.5 cm., h. of
rim opp. handle 6.; cm.1 based. 6 om.1
Hood and De Jong 19521 269s Fig. 13, Plate 55b.

\
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Type IIICt13s fh_Triada lUf 3015s Plate X gs XXVIII e,e•.
Pari beni 190.3s LMi s
Ep . Syll ., r oom 2, ease .37 .

Rim sl i ghtl y reconstructed and glued .
mass i ve base .

Vessel with f l at

Smnll r ecept acle depression wi thin base has

tlro s ha.rp i nterior r t dges .

downward sharply to lip.

Fl a r ing rim curves upward a nd
Straight hori zontal handle i s

pointed at tip.

Clay is fired to a

~ight

-7

brown colour, t empered with a

high density of dark inclusions o.1 to 0.3 cm. long .

~raeas

of light blue non-permanent paint on interior of rim.

Series

of red lines radia te on exterior from bas e to r im , jus t
below lip but do not reach the lip.

The r ed lines, applied

with a brush, are slightl1 ovoid in shape .
'

Based. 8.J om., rim d. 23.5 cm.J l. of handle approx. 16 cm.,
tot. length J4.5 cm.ah. of rim above handle 11.4 cm., h. of
rim opp. ·handle 6 cm. s thickness of bas e 2 • .3 cm. .i.n centres
d. of lowest ridge

5.7 cm.s d . of higher ridge 8.6

cm. ~

Mosso 19071 Fig. 145ar Evans 19141 28-29, Fig. J9a-6 .

\
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Z~kro

Type IIICa14s

HM. Plate X hs XXXVIII f, f' .

(Building G, room psi (4) )1 Platon 19631

Lit amphora .with elliptical mouth r HM storage .
Extensively reatored.
reconstructed .

All of handle and most of rim

Interior and base are original.

Flat

massive base hollowed out in interier with two interior
r idges .

The l ower ridge i s very

Interior

pro~ounced.

bottom is rounded.

Clay is tan-coloured tempered with very small and fine inclusions.

Ramains are

white slip.

Traces of

b~dl!7

fragmented .

deoora~ion

Cevered with a

visible on surface .

Exterior has red stripes radiating from base to rim.
terior has traces of red a nd possibly blue paint.

In-

~races

of a r eddish-coloured substance within the vessel which
flakes off easily - may not be paint.

Base d. ·6.4 cm.' d. of lower ridge 3.5 cm. s d. of upper
ridge 6. 9 and 6 om . ' t o·t. re con. length 18. 8 cm. ' tot. h.
of frag. ca. 4 om.

Unpublished.

\
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Type IIICs15t Zakro HM; Plate Xi; XXVIII g, g'.
(Palace, room XLIV (8) found in the back dirt); Platon
>

3.9.66,
LM "pyraunon"; HM storage.

Handle and portions of rim reconstructed.
flanged on exterior.
ridges:

Massive base is

Interior has three sharp interior

The lowest ridge is very slight and placed within

the base.

The central ridge is very pronounced and high.

The top ridge is placed where the rim flares out horizontally.
rim.

The lip is lower than the _upper surface of the

Upward curving handle is reconstructed, only portions
,-·

of the base· remain.

Light reddish-brown clay tempered with inclusions 0.1 to 0.4
cm. long .

Very thick walls.

i

Rim d. 17.6 cm.J h. of rim above handle 8.9 cm.; h. of rim
opp. handle

4.5 cm.; based. 6.75 cm.; d. of lower inner

ridge 1.6 cm.; d. of central ridge 3.4 cm.; d. of upper
ridge

5.8 cm.

Unpublished.

..
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Type IV1
Vesoel with high, hollow, ejylindrical foot .
flaring solid base .

Shape siQilar to Type III11.

Slightly
Foot is

pierced by sovera.1 rows of small bolas or s lits following
the circumforeuce.
handle.
it .

One larger h(jle below or to the sido of

Vertical loop handle rises.above rim and indents

Wida upward curving rim ·curves outward at top of f oo·t

forming a shallow bowl.
forming a shallow scoop.

Rim is flatter opposite handle
Doroed hemispherical capsule is

situated directly above foot in centre of shallow bowl.
Capsule has a SQlid curveu upper surface and i s hollow inside ,. Rim forms channel around_capsule.

Wheel-t«rned .

Holes are pierced from outside in with a blunt instru.m5nt
while clay is still wet .

No decoration.

handle varies from 11 . 2 to 15 cm .
18. 4 to 20

CJ11.

J

Height of rim at

r im diace·tre varies from

2JJ

TllJ?e IV11s Gournia MS 410Js Plate XIai

XXIX a,a',a".

Hawes 1901-041 MM III braziers Shelf III K.

Interior rounded top is restored.

Evi~ence

for this piece

exists in carinations of the interior side walls into

which such a piece would fit.

Very high vertical loop

handle rises above indented rim.

Upward flaring curved

rim is almost horizontal at lip.

Thick, direct base.

large hole under base o! handle (d. approx. 2 cm.).

One
Small

holes placed around the foot.

Coarse, red clay .

Unpaint ~d .

Based. ?.3 cm., h. at handle 15.4 cm.sh . ef rim opp.
handle 10 cm.s rim d. 20 cm.

Unpublished.

\
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Type IVr2s Gournia HM 1887r Plate XXXIX b • .

(Pit House) s Hawess

Fragment.

of holos

u.1

Firebox, HM storage

Base, capsule and part of rim extant .
(~.

0.7 cm.) around circumfcrenco.

Four rows

Single

larger hole (d. 1.8 cm.) below area whGre handle was
origina lly a ttached and above first t wo rows of smaller
holes .

Coarsely-textured dark orange coloured clay has black diseoloura. t ion around some holes (Hawes notes traoes of smoke
around holes).

Based. 9 cm.1 maximum preserved h. 9.9 cm .1 d . of capsule

9.3 cm.sh. from base to top of capsule 8.9 em.
Hawes 19081 30s Pl. II, no. 19.

\

2J5

T;ype IV131 Palaikastro HM 2258, Plate XI b.
Bosanquet 19021 Ep.Syll., room 2, case

Slightly flanged base.

FQot is lower than usual.

hole under handle (d. 2 ca.).
(d.

o.4

5.

Three rows of smaller holes

ca.) around periphery of foot.

Top and centre

rews have 17 holes, bottom row has 16 holes.
capsule.

Bottom broken out.

Large

.

No interier

.

Rim opposite handle almost

entirely restered.

Orange-red clay.

No visible inclusions.

Based. 8.2 cm.s d. of foot above base 7.3 om.s total h.

at handle 12.5 cm., reconstructed rill d. 19.5 cm., h. of
rla opposite handle 7.5 ca.

Dawkins 1902-0Ja J2J, Fig.

2J~ta

oblique section.

\
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Type IV a4, Palaikastro HM 45Jls Plate ·XXIX a, e•.
1910t Ep.Syll., room 2 , caae

5.

6 rows of small holes (0.5 to 0.3 cm. d.) around foot.
Larger hole (d. 2 cm.) below loop handle.

Capsule slightly

mounded on top.

Part of rim restored.

Red olay with many inclusions.

Coarsely ma.de .

Thickness of walls 0.5 cm.s total h. at top of handle 19 . 5 cm.,
h . of rim at handle 16 cm., h. of rim opposite handle 13.2

cm.s based . 8.8 cm.1 d. of foot above base 6.2 cm.s d . of
foot below handle 7.8 cm.a capsuled . 9.6 em . , h. from base
·to top of capsule 14 cm.

Dawkins 1902-03 .s 323p fig . 2J,la oblique section.

\
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Type IV15; Palaikastro HM; Plate XI c; XXIX c.
(Without designation LX); HM storage .
>

Fragment.

Base, capsule and small part of rim extant where

body and rim intersect.

Flat thick base.

Foot pierced

by three rows of holes (d. 1 cm.) with 12 holes to each row
and one larger hole (d. 1.8 cm.) in top row under indent
which was probably just under the handle which is not
preserved.

Reddisfu.-brown clay with multiple inclusions of darker matter
up to 0.4 cm. in length.
/'

Based. 10.7 cm.; d. of capsule 6.5 cm.; distance from base
to large hole 6.4 cm.; maximum preserved h. 10.9 cm.; h. of
foot 7.8 cm.

Unpublished.
/
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TyRe IV:6; Palaikastro HMJ Plate XI d; XX.IX d.

•

(Without designation D JO); HM storage .

Fragment.

Base, capsule and small part of rim extant.

Not restored.

Flat, thick base.

Foot pierced with

approximately 11 rows of very small moles (d. 0.2 to 0.3 cm.)
and one larger hole (d. 2.1 cm.) just below handle.
pierced by large hole

probab~y

Base is

due to the bottom falling out

and not original.

Reddish-brown coloured clay.

C<n:arsely made.

No signs of

discolouration by burning.
/'

Based. 9 cm.; maximum preserved h. 17 cm.; distance from
base to large hole 6.2

c~-.;

distance from large hole to base

of handle 1 cm. ; d. of capsule 9 cm.

J

maximum preserved d.

of rim 14 cm.

,.,
Unpublished.

.·
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Type IVr?J Za kro HMi Plate XI ef XXX a. a 0 •
(Palace, room XLVI g (9) )r Platen 1965, HM storage.

Slightly flared base.

Uneven rows of small holes (d.

em.) vary from 4 to 5 rows.

o.6

Larger holes ( d. uneven& 2 to

2.5 em.) to left side of handle . Part of rim and handle
restored.

Dark reddish clay with multiple l arge inclusions.
of dark rliscolouration particularly in
under handle.

~rea

Base is definitely burned.

Signs

o! foot and

Definite string

marks on underside of base.

Based. 8 om.1 rim d . 18.4 cm . (partially reconstructed)s
h. at handle 16.5 cm., h. of rim opposite handle 10.5 cm.,
d. of inner capsul e 9.15 om.

Unpublished.

\
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Type IV18r Zakro HM? Plate XX:X b.
(Palace, room XLVI g (67) )i Platon 1965, HM storage.

Slightly flared flanged base.

Small holes arranged

assymetrically in'4 to 5 rows around foot (d. small holes

o.6

cm.).

Large hol e (d . 2 em.) placed above fir.st two

rows of small holes .

Rim is almost totally

r~ construoted

as

a single dish shape without handle and without lndentatian.
A small bump over large hole
of a vertical loop handle .

ma~

be an indication of the end

Recons truction

ma~

be

in~ orreot .

Coarse reddish clay with multiple inclus ions of 0 .1 to O.J
em. length .

Based. 7.1 om .s d . of flange at base 8.J em., d. of capsulo
9.7 cm., h • . from base to top of capsule i1 cm., d. of reconstructed rim 17.5 cm. , h. of reconstructed rim 11.2 cm.

Unpublished .

2lf-1

TYJ?e IV191 Zakro HM.
(Palace, room XLVII (7) )s Platon 1965 s HM storage.

Base is broad and flats flares slightly.
holes (d.

6 rows of small

0.5 om.) around circumference .. Larger hole (d.

2.1 em.) to l eft side of handle above lowest row of small
holes .

Ha ndle and rim reconstructed.

Top of capsule ·

restored in oentre .

Reddish.clay with inolus i ons ot up . to

0.5 cm. length. Base

and lower part of foot discoloured by burning.
string marks on unders-iae of base.

Definite

Very coarsely made.

Basa d • . 9.2 em., d. of foot between base and handle 7 em.,
d. of capsule 9 cm., distance between base and large hole

4.5 cm.1 h. of rim ·opposite handle 10.5 cm.1 rim h . at
rec~nstructed

handle 15 cm.

Unpublished.

\
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TYpe IV1101 Zakro HM, Plate XI ft xxx c.
(Palace, room XLVII '(26) )1 Platon 9.6.661 HM storage.

Handle recenstructed.

Foot is piereed .bY 6

v~rtical

(1.4

cm.) and 6 horizontal (1.2 cm;) slits and a large single
hole (d. 2.2 cm.). half way between base and lower part of
handle.
Orange-tan coloured clay tempered with lighter celoured
inclusions of ea. 3 to 4 mm. length.

Definite dark dis-

colouration at foot in area of large hole and around handle.
Based. 8.65 cm.r ria d. 19.3 cm., h. of ri• at indent

14.5 c•·• h. of rim with reconstructed handle 17.1 ca., h.
of ri• opposite handle 12.5 ca.r d. of capsule 9.5 ca.
Vnpublislled.
,,.L

\
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'1Ype IV111J Zakro HMs Plate XI gr XXX d, d'.
{Palace, room XLVII (JJ) )s Platon 11.9.661 HM storage.

Ease and handle are original - rest is
Large hole (d. uneven, J and

z.5

recons~ructed.

cm.) under handle.

Two

rows ef smaller holes (d. 0.8 to 0.9 ca.), one .at level
ef
,
large hole has 9 small holes and one just above base has 10
small holes.

Coarse reddish clay with darker discolourations at handle
and base.

Clay has small dark inclusions of ca. 1 to 2 mn.

length.

h. at handle 14.8 cm.ad. at base 10 cm., maximum rill d.
20 cm.

Vn1ublishea.

<
'<.

!

•

\

I

21~4

T:Q?e IV112s Zakro.
(Palace, room XLVII)s Platon 1966s LM
Similar to IVt11.

ineen~e

burner.

Part of handle and rim reconstructed.

Platon 1971 b1 212.
,•

24.')

Type Vs

Hollow cylindrical vessel, narrower at one end, wider
at the other.

solid or open.

Narrower end is perforated .

Wider

~hd

is ·

Vessel is provided with stub feet, one or

two loop handles perpendicular to long axis, and one or
more perforations in side wall.
fashioned.

Undeceratod.

Lengths vary from 16 to J4 cm.

Hand•'

This general des·o ription applies to all of the vessels

catalogued under this type but the vessels
to site.

differ~ aocording

Additional infol'!llation ·is noted under each entry .

21~6

Type..Y.!.ls Knossos HM Z7421 Plate XII as XXXI a .
(House of the Sacrificed Oxen)s Evanss
MM III b "Ariadne's clew box"r
HM display, room IV, case

Hollow

45.

~~lindrical · vessel.

Two small feet support the end

with tha narrower diametre (back) .

Baolt end is solid ··but

has a horizontal s lit ·through its centre vrith a projoo·ting
ledge over it.

The l arger front end is open.

Loop handle

for carrying pl aced on top, parallel ·to the long axis .
en either si'de under handle

wit~1

a

rais~d

Hole

r im around it.

Vessel is r estor ed.

Ligh·t brown clay ·tempered with multiple inclusions of ea .
0.1 to 0.2 em. in length.

Slightly darker areas of dis-

colouration on underside and in back below ledge .

Discolou~

ations maybe due to firing or exposure to sm0ke.
Decorations

Dark red slip over exterior.

White on red

decoration.

White . stripe s ove r top of ledge, vertical

stripes below handle attachments and white stripe around
r i m at opening .

Possible black stripe a l ong l ong axis of

underside (may not be discolouration) .

2'·V?

Type Val (cont.)

Length of Teasel w/o projacting ledge 21 cm., w. ledge
23 em.1 d. of open end 13.2 cm.; d . of closed end
l. of slit

9.5 cm.s

5.7 ca.1 1. of handle 9 cm . s d. of hole below

handle 2 om .

Evans 1928a 308-309. Fig. 179a,b. Fig. 176f .

\
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Typa V!l,r Phaestos HM.
Levis MM "vaso a cornaff a
Ep.Syll., Middle room .

Vessel with large open front.

Sits on t vro stub supports

at back and rim of front opening.

Back i s pierced with a

central hole and two holes at sides.

Loop h&.ndle for ··

carrying on t op parallel to long axis.

Undecorated.

Light brown clay.

Measurements are approximate, objeet not removed from case.

h. 16 cm.s 1. 17 em.

Levi 19561 248, Fig. 21.

\

21~9

T;ype V13J Phaestos HM.
Levi, f@1 "vaao a coma" r

Ep.Syll., Middle room.

Sarne a.s a)..

Must sit on large front opening, ia not

stable when resting on two feet and rim.

Undecorat ed .

Ligh·t brown clay.

Measurements are approximate, obj·ect not removed from oase .

h. at feet 20 cm., h. at front opening 16 cm., 1. 15 cm .

Levi 19561 248, Fig. 21.

250

Type V141 Phaestos HM .
Levis MM "vaso a eorna"s
Ep.Syll . , Middle room.

Vessel with two stub feet, one hoie in centre back, large
opening in front.

Sits with front opening on a low flat

dish with upward curving lip .
coincide with the open

en~.

Centre of dish ls raised to

Has loop ha ndl e on top.

This

arrangement suggests that th.a stub "feet" a.re actually
handl es .

Undecorated , buff clay.

Measurements ara approximate , object not removed from case .
d. of dish 35 cm., h. of dish 3 cm .J h. of upper piece 2J
cm.; w. of upper piece 14 om.

Levi 19561 248, Fig 21.

\
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Type V15r Phaeatos HM.
Levis MM "vaso a corna•s
Ep.Syll., Middle room .

Upper piece only .

Hyperbolo:i.d shape.

the appearance of. arms.

Hole on top .

The two stubs give

Looks like a female

shape with outs.t retched arms.

Undecorated , buff c l ay •

. Measurements are approximate, object not removed f r om oase.
h. 18 cm.s base d. 18 cm.

Levi 19561 248 , Fig . 21.

\
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Type V i6 i Phaes tos HM 10190.

(Room IL)J Levi 1951.

MMi

Ep.Syll., Middle room.

Very plain.

Same as Phaestos V:2-5.

Object not removed from case.
h. 18 em.

Unpublished.

\
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Type V1ZJ Phaestos HM 18451.

(H. Photini)J 1954.
Ep.Syll., room 3, case 32 a.

Same as Phaestos Vs2-6.
•'

Object not removed from case.
h. 17.5 em.s 1. 20+cm.

-

·'

Unpublished.

\
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Type V1§.r Zakro H!ti 21131 Plate XII b; XXX e ·, a •, e" .

(House I, room XIV)r Hogarth 1900s
HM display, room VIII, case 110.
Large example of bullet-shaped vessel.
feet.

Four small knob

Two carrying handles placed parallel to each other

and to the back end of the vessel .
slightly smaller.

Front handle is

Four slits aligned horizontally i n pairs

along side of body placed between the two handles but
closer to the baek.

Solid cover
of baek and one foot are
. .

reconstructed.

Vessel is wheel-turned at broa der end .
end is hand fashioned .

~·ront

Very thick walls .

perforated

Coarsely made .

Orange-coloured clay tempered with inclusions of darker
material ca. 0.3 cm.r in length.

Definite signs of dis-

colouration by smoke or contact with fire on wider, solid
end.

Discolouration extends approximately to the centre

or the body.

Length 34 cm.s d. at solid end, 14.4 cm., l. of back
handle 10 cm., 1 . of front handl e 8 cm.sh. of feet 1.9

cm.s d. of large oval

~pening

9

by approx.

7,5 om.s 1. of

slits on front 1.5 cm.s 1. of .four slits on side 1.5 cm.
\
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Typo V18

(cont.)

Hogarth 1900-01t 141, Fig. 51 ("no clue to its usaw)J
Dawkins 1903• 258, Fig. )5. ("Used in connexion with fire.
Handles used for insertion of a bar.
heating purposes.•)

Portable brazier for

256

Type Va9J Zakro.
(House I)i Hogarth 1900s Portable brazier.

Fragment.

Burnt .

Similar to V18.

Dawkins 190Ja 258 .
•'

\
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Type V110s Zakro HMs Plate XII

XXXI b, b', b".

CJ

(found in Gorge)s Platon 9.8.62,

HM storage.
T\Yo feet, part of front and top of handle reconstructed.
One single l oop handle near front.handle at rear.

Indications of second

Single hole near back on the side

\fith raised rim around it (d. ·of hole a

J om. ).

wal~

10 cm. s. d. of rim

D. ot small holes at front, 0.5 cm.

Coarsely .. textured reddish-coloured clay tempered with n high
density of dark inclusions ea . 0.2 to O.J cm. long.
is darker at wider, closed end.

Surface

Interior is darkened by

burning or smoke .

1. 26.4 cm., d. at back end 12 cm.s front opening 10 by 7.5

om. (recon. )s h. at back end (w. feet) 13 em., h. at front
end at hole (w/o feet ) 9 cm., width of loop handle 8.4 cm.

Unpublished.

\
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Type VI1

Incense Burner

Vessel consisting of two separate parts.

Lower part

is cup-shaped, has a wide flat baoe. straight rim flaring
gently upward and narr~w~ng slightly at· the lip.
!he upper portion is a hollow

~ammiform

cone .

Tho

wallG are slightly curved and rise vertically to a carination where they a:seend t o form a concial mamm.i:f'orm

top, ending in a eentr.al raised or flat hole.

shape

on

The vessel

is pierced above the carination with triangular or circular
perforations.

The top a l so has an opening in the side

below the carination which fits over the handle of the cup
when the top is placed on the lower piece .
Vessels of this type are. usually decorated or at least
slipped.

!he lower portion is usually covered with a

uniform dark slip .

The cover often bears pictorial decora-

tions in a linear style or geometric decorations.
varies from 7 ·to 18 cm .

\

Height ~
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TYPe VI11s Chania 1

Di~aste ria

CH 76\. ·

(LM cemetery in town), LM III B.
CH display.

Lower piece.
base.

Cup with vertioal side walls , thick squared

Vertical loop handle attached to lip and base.

Undecorated.

Measurements are approximate, object not removed from case.

h. 7 cm., based. 8 cm.
Daux 19601 819s Platon 19591 376.

260

TYJ?e VI12, Chania, Diasteria CH 767 .

(LM cemetery in town) a LM III B.
CH display.

Lower piece has a wide base rim, straight walled cup and
loop handled attached to.lip and base rim.

Upper piece

has vertical side walls which curve inward at the height
of' the oval side opening.

Top funnel a.round central hale

has everted lip.

Undecerated .

Measurements are approximate,. object not removed from

h. 18 cm.a based.

15 om.

Daux 19601 819s Platon 19591 376.

\

cas ~ .
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T;ype VI131 Chania, Mazali1 CH 1325.
(LM

cemetery in town)1 LM III B

CH display.
Two-pieced incense burner.
Lower piece is.a low cup with large vertical loop handle
..
attached at lip and base. Top piece has squared side
opening.

Vertical side walls curve inward above side open-

ing forming a central funnel around central top hole .
rings of holes around circumference abQ:1Ve side

Two

openi~g.

Undecorated.

Measurements are approximate,

h. 12 cm.

1

obje~t

not removed from case.

d. 10 cm.
(

Daux 196018521 19611 8941 Platon 1959• 3761 Platon and
Davaras

19601~15.

• j

~

\
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Type VIa41 Chania, Mazali CH.

(LM cemetery in town)1 LM III B
CH display.

Top piece only.
hole.

Oval side opening.

Funnel central top

One row of triangular openings above side opening.
•'

Carve side walls.

Undecorated.

Measurements are approximate, object not removed from ease.

h. 10 cm., d. 9 cm.

Daux 19601 8521 1961a 8941 Platon 19591 3761 Platon and
DaTB.ras 19601515.
I.

\
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Type VI151 Episkop1 Ierapetron HM

763~.

(Tomb)s 19191 lamp, "thymiaterion"i
HM display, room X, case 136.

Upper piece only.

H. 12.5 cm.1 based. 10.8 cm.

(
r,

\

0
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Type VI161 Kritsa HN.
(Mycenaean Tomb)s HM display, room 2, case 162.

Two-piece incense burner.

Base is

usu~l

type.

Upper

piece fits into base, is rounded on top with about 75 small
holes punched in the dome.
/

Red-Buff
surface colour.
......,,_

Traces of black wash •

Measurements are approximate.

Tot. h. 12 cm.1 based. 12

cm.1 h. from base to top of handle 5.5 cm.1 h. of lower
piece

2.5 cm.

Platon 19511 442-91 444.

<
,...,

"'

\

/.

(
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Type VIr71 Mapheze HM 8411s Plate XII .di XXXI c,c•..
(Tomb)s Marinatos 19261 LM III B incense burners

;;:

--

HM display, room X, case 137.

Top part

of

vessel is perced with two rows of

trian~lar

perforations above carination. · The upper row has eleven
Top of cone has a _,

triangles, the lower has eighteen.

raised hole in centre with a slightly flared lip.

Interior

of lower piece has a carbon layer en the bottom.

Dark red clay, no visible inclusions.

String marks visible

on underside of base.
Decoration a
Lower piecea

covered uniformly with an orange-red slip.

Upper piecea

red on white geometric decoration.

The white

background is a clay slip, the red paint is a red -clay-based
slip.

The straight walls are delineated by white and red

horizontal lines at the base and at the oarination.

The

straight walls are covered with rows of interlocked diam0nd
shapes with small dots inside them.
oval and marked with a red line.

The side opening is

The upper conical portion

has red and white paint on the triangles and red . paint en

the top funnel:l.

\

?
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Type VIa? (cont.)

Dimensions of lower pieces
base d. 11. 3 cm. s rim d. 7 cm. s h. 5 cm..
Dimensions of

~pper

piecea

Based. 10.5 ca.s . h. 14.1 cm.s d. at carination 9,5 cm., d •
.·
of central raised hole at lip 2 cm., d. of hole 0.5 cm., 1.
of one of the sides of t)le openwork triangles 1.5 om.

Marinatos 1917-281

?0,71,78,.90.s Pl. 1a2s Fig. J.

<

\
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!:ype VI18s Myrsine Sitias HN 1926.

(Tomb E)s LM III Bs

J.

HN display, room

Lower piece has a large base with a wide flat base rim.

Large loop handle starts at lip of base rill and rises to
Upper part is very rounded on top without

join lip of cup.

a distinct carination between ·the
sloping dome.

~traight

walls and the

The dome has a large hole with a raised

tunnel around it.

The domed portion is pierced with two

staggered rings of ovoid slits.

Surface coloured with a black and red wash.

All •easurements approximate, object not removed from case.

Lewer piecea
(

D. of base rim 14 cm., thickness of base rim 0.7 ea., d. of
cup 1.0 cm. s h. e! handle .5 •.5 cm. s
Upper pieces

k. 11.3 cm.a widest d. 10.8 ca., d • . of raised hole 2.3 cm.a
between rims1 h. of side opening; cm.s d . at base 10 cm.

Platon 19591 J72-37Js Daux 19601 819-821.
\
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Ty-pe Vlt9J Myrsine Sitias HN.
(Tomb E)J LM III BJ
HN display, room 3.
Lower piece has a 'broken base.
and joins lip.

T~p

Handle starts at base rim

piece has a marked carination between
~

the straight raised walls and the conical top.

The top has

a central raised hole with a funnel around it.

It is

pierced with a ring of round holes at the base of the funnel
and a series of triangular holes just above the carination.

Buff-paste with dark blue on red }>8.int.

Decorations
Lower pieces

covered with a dark red wish.

Upper pieces

between base and carinationa

Two horizontal blue-black lines alternating with light buff
lines around base.

Blue-black lines and triangles on red

wash .background· forming a chevron pattern below carination.
Above carinations

triangular holes with incised line

tracing around them.

Red horizontal lines between triangles

and round holes and above triangles.

Funnel is red.

\
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Type VIa9 (cont.)

Dimensions are approximate, object not removed from case.

Lower pieces
d. 9 ca., h. 6 cm.
Upper pieces

•'

d. 9 ca., h. 11 cm., distance .from base to carination 6 cm.,
h. of funnel around central hole 1.2 em.
I

Platon 19591 372-373s Daux 19601 819-821.

~

\
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!yPe VIa10r Myrsine Sitias HN.
(MYRS/52, Tomb Delta 2)r LM IIIJ
HN display, room 4.

Lower piece is a dish with upward flaring straight rim and
without a handle.

Top piece has rounded side walls, no

distinct carination.
hole.

Large wide funnel around central' top

Funnel has a earinated lip.

Two rings of smaller

holes around central hole on upper part of vessel.
OTB.l

opening in side.

Buff

p~ste

Large

with red wash decoration.
!?

Decoratiena
Lower pieeea

Red line delineates lip.

Upper Pieces

Two red lines around side opening.

Thin hori-

zontal red lines on walls, one at middle of opening, two
above opening.

Top funnel is solid red.

All dimensions approximate, not removed from ease.
Lower piecea based. 10 ca.sh. 4 cm.a rim d. 11.2 cm.a
Upper piecea h. 12 ca., based. ? ca.ad. at widest part 8

c•.s d. of funnel between rias J cm.

Platon 1959• 372-373• Daux 19601 819-821.

\
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Type VIa11• Myrsine Sitias HN.
(Tomb H), LM III,
HN display, room 4.

Upper portion . of a 2-piece incense burner.
opening.

Ovoid side

Decorated in dark on light in a linear style.

-~/

Lower band has a motif of •horns ef consaorationa with

I

central double axes around the entire circumference.

The

upper part is decorated in horizontal bands, has one hori-

zontal row of 9 triangular slots and a raised funnel hole

on top.

/eaaureaents are approximate. object not removed from case.
Base d. 10 cm.• h. of opening 4.5 cm.

1

h. 12 cm.

1

tunnel 2.3 ca., triangles are 1 by 1.6 by 1.6 cm •
./

Platon 19591

372-3731 Daux 19601 819-821.

\
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Trpe VI112s Palaikastro HM

~9011

Plate XII es XXXI d, d'.

(Block Delta, room 44)s 19041 LM III a lamp cover1
HM display, room X, ease 132.

Top piece of an incense-burner.
has slightly

Large example.

Lower part

Upper part is curved
..
and domed, topped by a loop handle for suspension . of carrying.

narr~wing

straight walls.

Above i:htr carination,· the lid is pierced by a lower

ring of 13 larger triangular openings and a higher ring of

13 narrower triangular slits

_a~ound

part has a rectangular opening.

the handle.

The . lower

Half of the vessel is recon-

tructed.

Light brown clay.
,

·necorationa

Red wash on interior.

background on exterior.

Red slip on buff white

Area below carination has a series

of five birds sitting on a baseline and facing counterclockwise.

Very linear style.

The carination is delineated

by a red band as is the side opening.

Above the carination,

red chevr9ns are painted between the open triangles.
~•P

The

has red zig zags on either side of the handle which has

red lines applied horizontally.

\

_,
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Type VIs12 (cont.)

Based. 17.8 cm.1 d. at carina.tion 16.5 cm.1 h. 14.6 cm.,
larger triangles 2.3 cm., on two sides and 2.7 cm. at
bases smaller triangles 2.5 cm. on two sides and 0.8 cm.
at base.
/

Dawkins 1903-04s 192-2241

~lg.

?as· Bosanque1: and Dawkins

192Jt 89-911 Fig. ?2a.

/
.,/

\
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TyPe VI113J Palaikastro HM 4536i Plate XII fs XXXII a.
{from ease

ins~

cemetery), 1910s LM III a lamp covers

HM display, room X, ease 132.
Loop handle of base is attached to the rim of base.
of cup is slightly raised.

Interior

The top piece is squat with the
.•

lower portion equal in height to the portion above the
carination.

The central top hole is slightly raised.

Five

rings of small holes (d. 0.5 ems) follow the circumference
of the low cone.

Each row of hol·es is underlined by. a line

scratched into the clay surface when still wet.
·

opening for the handle is uneven, slightly squared.

~ight-erailge-coloured

-

The side

clay with .very few inclusions.

String

marks on underside of base.
Decoration a
Lower pieces
Red slip on exterior· and interior.
Upper-pieces
Below- carination, walls are decorated with cursorily
sketched decorati0n in a red wash on a white buff background.
Horns on either side of opening and a linked spiral motif
between the horns.

Above carination the piece is covered

with the same red wash as the lower piece.
\
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Type VIa13 (cont.)

Dimensions of lower piecea
based. 9.2 ea.a ria d. 8 ca.ah. 4.2 cm.

Dimensions of upper pieces
based. 9.2 ca.ah. of straight wall 4.3 cm.a tot. h. 8.9
cm. a d. of upper funnel 1.3 cm. a d. of top hole o·.5 cm·. a

opening, uneven1 4.3 cm. at base, 2.8 cm.a at top, 4 om.
high.

Bosanquet and Dawkins 1923, · 90-911 Fig. 741 Dawkins 1905-061

1,6-8s Fig. ,5.

/
-./

,,,

\
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Type VI114; Phylakopi ANM 5799.
A.NM display.

Top of a two-piece incense
Rounded walls.

b~rner.

Squared side opening.

High central top funnel.

Three uneven rings

of small holes above level of side opening, one large hole
in top funnel.

Unpainted.

Measurements are approximate, object not removed from case.

~·

9 ca.1 h. 7.5 cm.

Edgar 19041 175, Pl. XXV, no. 7s Bosanquet and Welch 19041

210-211.
-/

1~.

•

•

\
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'l'ype VII1

Shallow dish-shaped vessel on slightly raised concave
ring base.

Spout is long and narrow and sometimes bridged.

-

Spout has raised side walls and becomes more constricted
at tip.

Spout is situated at right angles to a Tertical

loop handle.

The handle is usually situated on the right

hand side ef the Teasel when spout is pointed south.

·The

handle is raised above the rim and is attached to the
vessel at the rim and at the side wall of the dish.

The

walls of the vessel curve sharply upward and outward from
the neck of the base, forming a sharp curve or carination
at mid height and then curving upwards very slightly.

~lip

~

is flattened and averted .horizontally.

Usually finely made.

The

Wheel-turned.

Undecorated and unslipped.

The height

varies from 4 to 9.9 cm.1 the diametre varies from 11 to

17.6 cm.
-/

\

2ze

TyPe VII11s Chania, Dikas teria CH 769.

(IJt cemetery in town)s LM Ills
CH display.
Small ring base.

Upward flaring curTed rim.

Broad spout, not bridged.

Shallow bowl.

Large high loop handle at right

angles to spout attached to lip and broadest diametre

·or

bowl, rises above lip.

Undecorated.

Measurements are approximate, object not remeved from case.

/ a

d. 11 ca .

Platon 1959• J76s Platon and Davaras 19601 5151 Daux 19601
8521 Daux 1961a 894-895.

\
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Type VII121 Chania, Mazali CH 1323.

(LM cemetery in town)i LM IIIr
CH displs.y.

CUp with rounded base, upward flaring curved walls.
loop handle

attae~ed

Large

to lip and side wall, rises above lip.

Spout at right angles to handle.

,

Spout is not bridged.

Undecorated.

Measurements are approximate, ogject net removed from case.

tot. length 8 cm.

Platon 1959• 376r Platon and Davaras 19601 515r Daux 19601
8521 Daux 19611

894-895 •
../
t_,

\

2:&.o

Type VII1j1 Cllania, Mazali CH 1324.
(LM cemetery in town)1 LM III.
CH display.

Saae as 1323.

Spout is bridged.

Platon 1959• 3761 Platon and Davara.s 1960a 5151 Daux 19601

8521 Daux 19611 894-895.

-./

\
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Type VII141 Gournes Pediados HM 72001 Plate XXXII b, b'.
(Tomb I)1 Hazzidakis 1916s LM II phiale1

HM display, room X, case 137.
Vessel is glued, all pieces original.

Small and low.

Bridge-spout.

Light reddish-brown clay tempered with occasional very
small inclusions ca. 0.1 ca. long.
Rill d. 13.3 c11.1 h. at rim 5.5 cm •., h. at end of spout .5·9
cm., length of spout 4.3 cm.1 h. at handle ;.3 cm.1 based.

5.3 cm.1 d. at neck of base 4.6· cm.
Hazzidakis 19181 681 Fig. 11, no. 6 •.

. ../
1..,

\

2~2

Type VII151 Gournia HM '3643.
(Burial?), Boyd 19041 HM display, room X, case 132.
Same as VII16.

Not removed from case.
/

n.

4 ca., d. 9.8 cm.

Unpublished.

r

-./
1,_,,

\

28, .

Type VII16J Gournia MS 4132J Plate XIII a, XXXII c, c•, cR.
(Burial)J Hawes 1901-041 LM III cup (bowl)s

Shelf IV C.

Standard Type IX.
rill.

·Bridged

Small loop handle rises slightly above

spo~t.
/

Hard buff' clay.

Based.

3.5 cm.s rim d. 14 cm., h. at

r~

opp. handle 6.2

cm., h. at handle 6.4 cm.f 1. of spout 4.6 cm.
Hawes 19081 46, Plate X, no. JS.

"'

.l
\

2~

TYJ?e VIIs?s Knossos Gypsades HM 11134 ..
(Cemeterys GYP/55/P6)s 1955s
Ep.Syll. room

J.

case

134.

Bridged Spout •

•'

Unpublished.

./

'l_1•

\
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Type VIIt8J Knossos, Upper G;ypsades.
'

(Tomb VI, no. 1)J Hood 1955s LM III B lamps
Broken but complete except for rill.
slightly raised at tip.

Bridged spout

Upward sweeping handle.
,,

Fine brown slipped clay.
No traces of burning.

h.

to

lip 4.8 cm., h. to top of handle 5.6 cm., rim d. 16.4

cm., based. 4.2 cm.

Hood, Huxley and Sanders 1958-591 246-247.

,/

.,..,

\
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Type VII121 Knossos Upper Gypsades.

{cemetery, '1.'01nb VII, no. 10)1 Hood 195.51
LH III B - III 61 1
Br&ken.

Handle

spouted cup.

flatten~d

Flat• narrow base..

in section.

Speut is nQt bridged.

Handle sweeps upward.

Clay is finely textured and. slipped.

..

No decoration.

b. to top of handle 9.4 c11.1 rim ·d. 17.6 ca.s h. at rim ,5.2
cm., based. 4.8 cm.

Hood, Huxley and Sanders 19.58-.59• 248 •

./

,,_,

\
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Type VII1101 Kournasa HM 4278.
(Tomb)i Xanthoudides 19041
Ep.Syll., room 1.

h.

6.5 cm.s d. · 12 em.

Unpublished.

./

\
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Type VIIt11J Mapheze HM 8421, Plate XIII b,· XXXII d, ·d·.

(Tomb), Marina.toe 1926, LM,
HM display, room X, ease 137.
Interior filled with

~irt,

clearly shows tree-rings.

straw and carbonized wood which·
Use with charcoal is secondary

to this type of vessel and this occurrence · is unique.
Thin walls.

Loop handle has a raised strip in centre which

follows the length of the handle.

This _tJ'Pe of

hand~e

decoration is also known from metal prototypes of the MM III
to LM I periods.
~

Reddish-brown clay tempered with very ·few small inclusions
ca. 0.1 to 0.2 cm. long.
h. of rim 7.5 cm.

1

Slightly smoked around rim.

h. of spout 8.2 cm. a length ef spou·t 5

ca.ah. at handle 10.7 cm.a rim d. 14 ca., lbase d. 6 cm.r
d. of. base neck 4.5 cm.

Marinatos 1927-281 73, no. 15.

Pl. 1, no. 15.
•

\

i
I
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Type VII1121 Phaestos HM 5229.
(Lillianos tombs), 19021
Ep.Syll. case 8 .

.....
Bridged spout.
_,

Undecorated.

h. 6 ca., d. 16.5 cm.

Unpublished.

.../

\

2'$».G

TyPe VII113s fylos.
(roem 60)i Blegens LH III B - C cup with handle at right
angles to spout.

.

9 examples with plain spoutss 46 examples with bridged

spouts.

Handles are lower than Minoan types.
•'

Rim d. varies from 14 • .5 to 17.J· cm. on plain spouted, from

1.5.2 to 17.2 on bridge-spouted vesselsi h. varies from 7.7
to 10 cm. on plain spouted, from 8.7 to 9.2 on bridge. .
spouted vessels.
Blegen and Rawson 19661 3.57, .3.58s Pl. 3.51, 3.52, shapes 6
and

7.

./

u
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Type VIIIa

Vessel on a high hollow cylindrical foot, closed at
the base .

Base frequently has a ring base or a thick lip.

Small rounded, domed hemispherical boss in centre of vessel
above foot.

Wide·, broad upward flaring curved rim starts

at top of foot and forms a dish around the central boss.
Vessel has perforations in the form os ' flits or holes placed
around the boss.
perforations.

~he

minoan examples always have multiple

Similar vessels from Phylakopi can have a

single hole in the centre.

The vessel

~s

made in

tw~

stages,

first the columnar foot, then the upper portion in the form
of a dish is attached to the foot, the central boss being
formed by exerting pressure on the exterior of the dish and
pressing the centre outward.
finely textured clay.

Usually finely made with a

Always decorated.

The exterior

decoration consists of horizontal stripes.
decorations follow the contour of the dish.

The interior
Frequent motifs

are a concentric spiral decoration on the boss, concentric
linked spirals along the inner rim, plant motifs and petals.
No traces of secondary burning.

Height varies from 10.5 em.

to 15.5 em., diametre from 20 to 2J.J em. on measured
examples.

These vessels are usually called •fruit-stands•

in the archeological literature.

\
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TyPe VIII111 Knossos Gyps ades HM ?715r Plate XIII ca
XXXIII a, a• ,
(Gypsades well) a Evans 19131 LM I aa
HM

display, room IV, case 46.

Very slightly thickened base.

Interior of dish does not
~

have the usual central boss but is flat and pierced with
three lang slits (1 . 2 cm. long) placed triangularly around
the centre.

Clay is baked to a light brown colour on the surface, no
visible inclusions.

Decoration is dark on light.

The dark colour is a dark

brownish-red clay wash applied in varying thickness and
intensity of hue.
clay.

The light backgreund colour is the buff

Concentric herizontal bands around base of foot,

centre of foot and underside of lip.

Interior has a thick

band on the lip and a cursorily drawn spi ral around the
centre.

The area between the lip and the spiral is

decorated with six sketchy palm leaf designs.

Based. 7.2 om.ah. 10 . 8 cm.1 h. from base to top of pierced
area 8.5 cm., rim d. ZO cm .

\
Evans 19281 549-550, Fig. J49.
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Type VIII121 Knossos Gypsade s HM 77161 Plate XIII dr
XX.XIII b, b'.
(Gypsades well), Evans 19131 LM I ar

HM display, room IV, case 46 .

Flared base.

Central boss is unusually high, slightly

flattened on top.

·'

Boss is higher than rim in profile.

Boss i .s pierced at its base with two small ovoid slits
(1 cm. long and

suggest

~he

o.6

cm . long) placed in such a way as to

accidental omission of a third similar slit.

Part of rim restored.

Clay surface is baked to a light brown, no visible inclusions.

Exterior surface and foot are decorated with dark red cancentric

c~rcles

on the light buff clay background.

has a line al6ng the lip.
between lip and boss.

Interior

Six linked spirals around dish

One large concentric spiral around

boss and a rough star pattern on top of boss.

Base d • .8.2 cm._i h. of base 1 cm.

s

h. from base to lip 9.3

cm.s h. from base to top of boss 10.6 cm., d. qf · foot at
narrowest point 5.6 .cm. s rim d. 21 cm. s boss d. 6 cm.
Evans 19281 549-550, Fig. 349.

\
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Type VIII13t Phaestos HM.
(F 1955. No. 1515)1 HM storage.
Small example.

Dark on light decoration.

Object not removed from case.
,,

Unpublished.

./

\
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Type VIIIt4J Phylakopi ANM.
(F 2, 12, West Pillar Chamber)
ANM Display .

"Stand" - on high hyperboloid foot, flared base .

Interior

top painted like a flower, the central boss being the
centre ef the flower with petals, radiating around th~ rim.
Single hole in central boss.

Another hole in flat base.

Two small ledge handles on opposite sides, under rim.

Reddish clay, buff slip, with red, white and matt black
paint.

h. 15.5 cm.1 d. 20 cm.

Edgar 1904t 1J7-1J8, Fig. 110 .
.../

.J
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TyEe VIII151 Phylakopi ANM 5772.

(F 2, 12, West Pillar chamber)s
ANM Display.

Very tall stand.

Cylindrical foot narrows a s it rises.

Underside of base is solid.

Bowl has two small ledges ca

2 cm. wide on opposite sides of lip.

Large single hole to

·one side of upper domed hemisphere.

Decorated in dark red ·on light buff paint .

Six linked

spirals on interior of rim between lip and dome.

Top of

dome has a linear star pattern with six spokes.

Measurements are approximate, object not removed from case.

Rim d. 32 cs., based. 15 cm.a h. 35 cm .
./

Edgar 19041 137-138.

. I

\

\
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Type VIII16s Phylakopi ANM 5814.
(F 2, 12, West Pillar Chamber)s

ANM Display.

Like VIII15 but smaller.
curve from the base.

Rim flares upward in a continuous

A small bumped protrusion on rim at

point where it flares outward.

--

Dimensions are approximate, object net removed frem case.

rim d. 18 cm. s h. 20 cm.

Edgar 19041 137-1)8.

-/

..,,.
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TYpe VIIIa7s

Twli~sos

HM 6570s Plate XXXIII c, c'.

Hazzidakis 1909- 101 LM . "thym.iatericn"r
Ep.Syll., room 2, case 69.

Flared base .

Boss is pierced with a central hole (d. 0.7

cm.) and four long narrow slits at cardinal points around
it starting at base of boss

~nd

rising toward central .. hole.

Slits are 3.2 cm. long . . Rim everts slightly at lip.

All

but 3.5 cm . of rim is reconstructed.

Light brown clay with. 0.1 cm. inclusions.

Interior of dish and base of . foot are decorated with a dark
red wash on the light buff clay surface background.
flare is accentuated by a dark band.

Base

Interior painted with

alternating cursive double swirls and triple lines perpendicular to the rims 4 sets of swirls and 4 sets of lines.

A

large spiral band winds from the periphery of the boss to the
top.

Walls are 0.4 cm. thick1 h. from base to rim 11 cm.sh. from

.

base to top of boss 10.9 cm. s rim d. (recon . ) 20 cm. s boss
d . 8.2 cm., based.

~.3

cm., h. of base flare 1 . 2 cm.s d. of

foot at 3 cm. above base, 4 . 8 cm.
\
Hazzidakis 19211 351 Pl. Ii Fig. 18f.
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Type VIII181 Tylissos HM 65711 Plate XXXIIId, d'.
Hazzidakis 1909-101 LM "thymiaterion"1
Ep.Syll., room 2, case 69.

Central raised boss is slightly peaked, has four holes
around the periphery.

The holes are made flatly, following

the contour of the rim and resembling ovoid slits ca. 1 cm.
long:

Part of' rim is reconstructed.

Light brown clay with dark inclusions
0.1 to 0.2 cm. . long.
. .
White slip on foot and exterior of rim. Red on white
decoration.

Interior of bowl is decorated with 6 half'

circles along the rim and a thick red band around the boss.
Walls are 1.1 cm. thick.

tot. h. 11 cm.1 rim d. 20 cm., (recon.)1 based. 7.8 cm.,
d. of foot at

2.5 cm. above base, 6.1 cm.1 d. of central

boss 7,8 cm.1 h. from base to top of' boss 10.5 cm.

Hazsidakis 19211 351Pl. !1 Fig. 18.

\
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Type VIII191 Vathypetro HM 100341 Plate XIII e1 XXXIV a,a•.
(Houses)s Marinatos 19501 LM I a

HM display, room VII, case 90.
Flared base with raised rim.
dome on top of foot.

High columnar foot.

Small

Flat rounded boss has three small

ovoid slits placed in a triangular pattern along the edge
of the boas.
the dome.

Upward flaring rim forms a shallow dish around

Glued and slightly reconstructed at rim.

Bottom

is broken out, was originally .solid.

Light brown clay, no visible inclusions.

Vessel is covered

with a light red (yellowish) .slips decoration applied over
this slip is a more intense hue of the same yellowish red.
Both are diluted clay slips.

The interior of the dish has

a dark red band alcang the lip, eight linked concentric
spirals between lip and boss and one large spiral over the
boss.

The exterior is decorated with two re·d lines above

the base and at the top o! the foot.

h. 10.5 cm.s rim d. 2J.J cm., based. 8.2 cm.s d. of boss

7.6 ca.sh. from base to top of boss 10 cm.
Marinatos 19511 242-248.

\
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Type VIII1101 Zakro HM1 Plate XX.XIV b, b'. ·
(Palace, West Wing)s Platon1 LM fruit stand.
HM display, room VIII.

Very high cylindrical foot.

Interior boss is small and flat

and is slit in four places symmetrically.
/

Decorated in dark on light with two rows of linked spirals,
featuring darkened centres, on foot .

One simple band ef

linked spirals follows the exterior of the rim .

The

interior of the .rim has two· concentric circles around the

boss, a cross on top of the boss and a row of linked "ivy"
encircling the wider area of ,the rim, corresponding to the
row of spirals on the exterior in terms of placement.

The

base is marked by a dark band, another dark band is drawn
on the foot above the base.

Three dark bands delineate the

transition between the foot and the rim, decreasing in
width as they ascend.

The lip is also marked by a solid

dark band on interior and exterior.

Object not removed from case for measurement.
h. approx. JO cm.

Platon 1971 ba 118.
\
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ANALYSIS OF DATA PRESENTED IN THE CATALOGUE.
The procedure which will be followed in analysing the

data presented in the catalogue will be first to present
each Type and discuss it internally as a group.

Each Type

will be analysed as follows1
1) The number of vessels in the Type will be listed.
2) The primary characteristics of the vessels will be dis-

cussed in terms of their functional interpretations.
The secondary characteristics such as surface decoration

or discolouration through use in connection with fire
will also be considered.
~)

The chronology of each Type will be discussed.

4) Distribution patterns for each Type will be considered.
5) The data will be summarized.

The second part of the analysis will be a review of all
the gathered data, considering the corpus as a whole and the
wider implications of these data.
The analysis is based on information stated in the
catalogue and collected in the Tables (I-XIV).

In the text,

reference will be made to Maps (Plates I-IV), sections and
drawings (Plates V-XIII) and photographs (Plates XIV-XXXIV).

\
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A.

Analysis of each Type individually.

Type IA. (Plates V a-j, XIV, XV, XVI1 Table III)1
There are a total of fifty-six vessels belonging to
Type IA.

The vessels are morphologicaLly very similar.

include the

ch~racteristics

listed in the

gen~ral

All

description

in the catalogue . .

•'

All are lenticular or spherical capsules w.ith perforations on what has been determined to be the lower side.

One

example (Type !A13 Pl. XIV b) is unpierced and it is also one
of the smallest in the group. . Foprty-eight of the pieces
have intact rims.

Four vessels might originally have had

rims which are now broken off (Type IA11lt (Pl . XV a), 37, 39
and 48.

Numbers 8 (Pl. XIV. f), 20, 31 and J8 seem to lack

rims.
The rims form channels around the central part of the
capsule which suggests that something could have been placed
within them.

The space created by the rim channel is however

quite small in some cases but deeper in others.
vessels would not have a great capacity.

These

The shape of the

channel also indicates that they might have contained a
· liquid substance.

If the rim were not intended for contain-

ing and if the vessel was to have contained something within
the capsule there would be no functional explanation for the
existence of the rim.

In most ·cases, the rim is lower in
\

. profile than the top of the capsule and is therefore not to

r;--
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be considered as a support on which the vessel could rest.
The upper sides of the capsules are solid except in
vessels IA.113 (Pls. V d, XIV _k), 48~ 49 (Pl. XVI e) and 56.
~he

last three are in very fragmented state and no. 48 is

very small in addition.
In the case of Type IA.113 we are faced with the only
anomalous vessel in the group.

The large central hole on

the top of the capsule and the flattened
forated on the underside are unique.

di~h-shaped

rim per-

However the · hole on the

upper side is .placed so high as not to _interfere with any
subs~ance ~hich

might have been contained in the rim.

The size of these vessels varies from miniature proportions (4.6 cm. d.) to quite large {J2.2 cm. d.) with the
average rim diametre falling in the 10 to 12 cm. range.

A

remarkable uniformity in size can be observed in vessels
which come from· the same site and also between IAa2J {Pls.

Ye, XV c) and JJ (Pls. V
Palaik.a.stro respectively.

r,

XVI a) from Marathokephalo and

The larger holes are also all

approximately the same size and many seem to have been made
by the insertion of a thumb into the

we~

clay.

Two examples (42, Pl. XVI c, and 47, Pl. V h) may bear
traces of a slips two others (nos.
seem to have traces of paint.

J, Pl. XIV b, . and 29),

Number J is additionally

noteworthy in being the only capsule which is solid on both
sides.

\

Traces of discolouration due to secondary exposure to
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fire are visible on twenty-six examples.

In two cases (nos.

26, Pl. XV f, and 52, Pl. XVI g) the discolourations maF
possibly have occurred in a fire after the vessels were
broken and may not be associated with use.

The reason for

this is that burning occurs differentially on top and underside of one half of v·e ssel 52 and the pieces of vessel 26
seem to be burned at the fractures.

In the case of all the

other examples, the burning occurs in specific areas and
therefore must be associated with vessel function.

The

majority are burned on the perforated underside · (nos . 9, 10,

14, 19, 20, 30, 32, 33, 45, · ~8, 50•56) .

Some of these also

show traces of burning in the interior of the chamber formed
by the capsule (nos . 9, 10, 1.J, · 14, ·19, 24-28, 30,· 33, 53) .

This suggests that the source of the fire is from below rather
than from above.

Fainter traces of discolouration also occur

' on the upper sides of the capsules in four examples (12,13,JO
and 49) and may be caused by the heat penetrating through the
walls of the capsule.

Discolouration on the· interior of the

rim occurs only on vessel
blackened .

JO

which is entirely and uniformly

Other examples might have

o~iginaliy

been dis-

coloured, but such marks are easily removed in the· cleaning
~

of the vessels.
The pattern which emerges from studying the surface discolourations definitely confirms the perforated area as
being the lower portion which is in direct contact with a
heat source.

The heat could rise, enter the capsule and warm
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whatever was contained in the rim.

The tab· handles which are

so frequently observed on the rims facilitate the holding and
placement of the objects.

The space contained by the capsule

is as . large if not larger than the spac.e provided by the rim
channel.

The interior of the capsule, if used as suggested

would have formed.a relatively large area in which
collected and circulated.

hea~

was

Although the walls of the vessels

are relatively thick, it seems· likely that enough heat could
have penetrated through to affect any substance contained in
the rim channel.

.

.

· The chronological breakdown suggests that a majority of

37 vessels fall within the limits of MM III-LM I a through
LM III.
(no. 36).

Six examples are EM II (nos. 23-28).

One is MM I

Two are MM III (4, 37).

The fifty-six vessels in Type IA come from sixteen
different known sites.

Two are of unknown provenance, one is

problematical (IAa14, Pl. XV a).

Fifty come from .clear

settlement contexts three (including no. 3) are from tombs.
The vessel of problematical provenance (no. 14) is described
in the Heraklion Museum Catalogue as coming from a "geometric
tomlS-~'

at Knossos excavated by Dawkins, but unpublished.

This vessel may have been found out of its original context.
The vessel type never occurs in the geometric period and the
area of Dawkins' excavations (the area to the NW of tne
palace) wasstratigraphically complex.
were excavated.

Both tombs and Minoan houses

Because o! its form, general provenance and
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unpublished state, no. ·14 may be added to the settlement
examples.
Sites 1i.elding the greatest number of Type IA

ve~sels

are in orders Zakro (11), Mallia (8), Gournia. (7), Myrtos

(5), Palaikastro {5), Phaestos (4).

Only one example (no.

40) was found out.s ide of Crete, on Thera in the recent
,..,

Akrotiri excavations.
More precise information is available on the provenance
of the Zakro pieces.

Two were found by Hogarth on the North

Slope in Houses A (no. 44) and I (no. 45).

Four

wer~

found

in-different areas of Platon's excavations en the SW slope
(nos. 46-49).

The remainder come from the South

W~ng

work-

shop (nos. 50-53 in XLVI and·)4 in XLIV).
The analysis of Type IA suggests 1) use as containers

for a rather limited quantity of liquid or solid substances
in connection with fire, 2) greatest frequency in the Late
Minoan period with a few MM and EM examples, 3) the majority
coming from settlements on· the eastern half of Crete.

The

fact that three out of fifty-six were found in tombs does
not contradict predominant settlement use.

The vessel from

Episkopi (IA13) which is not burnt but painted and alse very
small might have had a symbolic value echoing
function.

~

practical

The other two vessels from tombs were found at

0

Marath,ikephalo (!As 23) and Kamilari, near Phaestos (IA.a 36)
and their provenance is somewhat problematical.

As there

have been no thorough analyses made of the function of the

~
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items found in Minoan graves, we cannot exc·lude the possibility of their containing functional utilitarian objects.

The

occurrence of three Type IA vessels . in tomb context in no
way indicates that these vessels have a predominantly ritual

character.

It seems more likely that the opposite would be

the case.
/

.../

.5

j
•

\

"

I
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Type IB (Plates VI a-f, XVII, XVIII1 Table IV)t
A total of fifteen vessels of this type have been
catalogued.

The shape of these vessels is uniform and con-

forms to the general description in the catalogue.
a capsule and a rim forming a channel around it.

All have
These

features are already familiar from Type IA..
•'

In addition, Type IB has a flange attached below the rim.
In some instances the vessel can rest on the flange but in
others, the underside of the capsule is lower than the flange
indicating that the vessel must have rested on

somet~ing

else.

The flange probably was fitted into the rim of a supporting
vessel.

This usage may be indicated by supporting pots found

in association with numbers 5· (pls. VI c, XVIII a), 7, and 8
from Mallia.

The pot for number 5 is described in detail and

illustrated (Pls. VI c•, XVIII a).
VI d) has two flanges.

One example (no. 9, Pl.

The undersides of

th~

capsules are

pierced by a larg, central hole and usually one or more rings
of smaller holes or slits.

The central

hol~

is us"ally

created by inserting a thumb in the wet clay.

No. 15 (Pls. VI f, XVIII d) is the -only anomalous
example in the group.

Although very fragmented, it seems to

be pierced on the upper, domed side and may not have had an
underside to the capsule.
catalogue, no.
1-14.

The

Altheugh it is included in the

15 may not serve the same function as nos.

presenee ·~ of

perforations on the •top• and the

apparent lack of a capsule would indicate that the use ef this
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vessel as a strainer or some similar funeti'on is possible.
Rim diametres on Type IB vary from 10.9 to 31.2 cm.

Rim

areas are again quite shallow and Type IB vessels would not
have contained a large volume.

Average. sizes are larger than

Type IA, but the same uniformity in sizes exists for Type IB
in that the smaller and larger examples can be classified
~

int~

two groups, each group being consistent in terms of

dimensions.
Only one example (no . .3, Pl.s VI b, XVII c) bears traces
~r~und

of paint, featuring a white
i~ide

with light red zig-zags

the rim, . on the exterior and a concentric spiral on

the top of the capsule.

This example is also discoloured by

smoke on the interior and the lower part of the capsule.

J, five additional vessels bear traces of discolouration on the underside (nos. 4, 5, 7, 9, 15} and vessels

Aside from no.

3 and 4 both are · burned on the interior of the capsule as
well.

The discolouration occurs around the perforations and

the area deli.m::.i.ted by the· flange.

The traces of burning do

not extend beyond the flange to the rim indicating that the
outer wall of the flange and the ria did not receive the same
exposure.
The chronological breakdown of these vessels reveals
that all examples which are dated range froa MM III - LM IA
to LM II.

The fifteen vessels were distributed among eleven sites,
each yielding one example with the exception of Mallia and
'
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Knossos.

Mallia has the largest sample (nos. 5-8) all being

from the Houses of Block
different cemetery areas.

z.

Knossos

~elded

two from two

One comes from Gypsades (no. J)

and was found in a well (not a tomb) along with two vessels
of Type VIII (nos. 1 and 2).

The other vessel from a cemetery

area (no. 4), is unpublished but listed in the Heraklion
Museum catalogue as coming from the Isopata Royal Tomb.
Since it is not mentioned by Evans in the

public~tion,

provenance will be considered problematical.
are the only ones

i~

its

These two vessels

Type IB whic·h come from cemetery areas,

and their exact provenance is

q~estionaole.

The remaining 13

examples · are all from $ettlement context.
The

a~alysis

of surface .discolouration on Type IB

suggests a use associated with fire.
on a supporting vessel.

'fhe majority come from settlement

sites, the exact context of the . two
questionable.

The capsules can rest

~tomb''samples

be1ng

The vessels appear to be found predominantly

in central Cretan sites, in the late Minoan period with one

example from Phylakopi (no. 10).

-.
\
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Type II (Plates YII a-f, XIX, XX, X.XI, XXIIs Table V)1
'!'he twenty-two vessels catalogued for Type II are a
homogeneous group and correspond to the general description
in the .catalogue with the exception of one example (no. 19)
which does not have tripod supports but rests on a solid
direct base.

This example does not feature perforations in

the base but has a hole on the upper part which is placed off
centre.
Type II vessels feature the capsule already noted in
Types IA and B:

The rim is higher and is indented at one

side by a handle.

Vessels 2 (Pls. VII b, XIX b) and 20

(Pls. VII e, XX.I d) have vertical loop handles, the. remainder
have horizontal handles which are
the hand from heat.

pro~ably

designed to protect

The horizontal handles taper towards

the tip and are quite thick at the point of connection with
the rim.

This

~s

probably necessary in order to reinforce

that area so that the handle will not break when the vessel
is lifte~.
The vessels are perforated on the underside between the
tripod supports (again, with the exception of no. 19).
Three vessels (nos. 1 (Pls. VII a, XIX a),

13

(Pl. XX d),

19) have perforations on the upper part of the capsule which
are situated off centre, just above the intersection between
the capsule and the rim.

Two .of these are from tombs and

.the third (no. 19) is of problematical provenance.

The

holes are placed rather low and would interfere with whatever
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aight have been contained in the rim unless· they were plugged
up.

The !eatu re of the hole on the · uppe·r · side. may be

indicative of a variant function to ·be associated with
cemetery or ritual context .
Diametres range from 10.5 to 24.5 cm.

The average

The vessels are very uniform

diaaetre is about 18 to 20 cm.

,,

in size which again suggests a related function.

.

.

Four vessels bear traces of discolouratien attributable
to contact with fire or smoke (nos. 1, 14, 20 are burnt on
the undersides no. 22 may be burnt on.the upper side or the
discolouration may be the remains of a wash).
One example is elaborately painted in light en dark
motifs (no. 21, Pls. VII f, XXII a-d), the rest are ·undecorated.
These vessels are found primarily in Late Minoan
context.
.

Three are MM III (nos. 3, 20, 21).

One is LM III
"

(no. 4), the remainder are designated as LM or LM I.
All twenty-two vessels are from twelve different Cretan

sites, Mallia yielded seven, the largest sample (nos. 5-11).
Knossos, Mapheze, Nirou Chani and Palaikastro eaeh yielded
two.

The distribution of the vessels reveals that the

majority, fourteen, are from settlement

contex~.

; Six are

from. tombs, o.n e being from a building associated with a tomb
structure (no. 1).

One is from a cave (no. 20).

find context of no. 19 is not recorded.
This

anal~is

The exact ·

\

suggests that Type II vessels were used
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~

connection with fire and rested on their supports over the
heat which affected the upper surface or whatever was
contained in the rim channel.

Type II is feund primarily in

settlements in central and eastern Crete in MM III - LM
context.
•'

../

.,- ,

\
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Type IIIA (Plates VIII a-ii XXIII, XXIVr Table VI)1
A total of seventy-four vessels were catalogued for

this type.

In addition, the site of Pylos

~ielded

two examples which will be discussed separately.

fiftyTwo

examples, one from Vapheio (57) and one from Zakro (58, Pl.
XXIV a-b) are in bronze and are larger and shallower than the
ceramic examples.

•'

The 'Vapheio piece is plain whereas the

Zakro piece is elaborately chased

an~

bears a 'lily' pattern

on the circumference of the rim.

The form of these

vesse~s

.is homogeneous, all

b~ing

distinguished by the rim indentation already seen in Type II.
With the exception of ene (no. 32, Pls. VIII d, XXIII d)
which has four, small, even holes in the base, all of the
vassels have. solid, flat, direct bases.

The rim is indented

at one side by a handle which is horizontal in most examples
but can be vertical and looped (nos. 8-10, 31, )5, 38-39,

59-62) or a small pointed knob (nos. 36, 49, .51, 5.5, 63-70
and slightly larger in 54);

The vertical looped handles are

larger than loop handles on cups.

They cccur primarily in

examples from Gournia, Zakro and Palaikastro.

This feature

is probably not indicative of chronology as earlier examples
can have herizontal handles but may be attributed to
'

regional preference or function.

As with Type II vessels,

the handles and the indented rims may protect the hand from
heat.

\

The height o! these vessels varies from J.8 to 15.3
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cm. at the indents the diametres vary .from

·a to 22 cm.

The

side walls are high enough to contain more volume than other
types thus far considered.
been contained.

Liquids or solids could have

These vessels are probably not drinking cups.

Traces of discolouration which can be attributed to
secondary exposure to fire are visible on eight vessels.
·'

Burning occurs on.the exterior surfaces of three vessels (32,
40, 60) on the interior and exterior of one (22) and coals
were found contained in four additional examples (13-15, JJ).
The burning on the exterior is peculiar. and may

indi~ate

that the Tessels could have been used over a heat source,
possibly for coeking or in another context that would require
heating.

More .vessels ef this type.might have had such dis-

colouratio~s

originally which have since been scrubbed off.

In comparison with Type IA, relatively few actually exhibit
traces of burning, indicating that coals may be only one of
many substances whic·h such vessels might ha·ve contained.

The association of Type IIIA with fire is less strong than
in the ease of IA.
EleTen examples are painted on the exterior and interior
surfaces (nos. 12, 13-15, 20, 23, 25-26, J4, 46, 52). · The
paint is very faint ·and often impermanent,
after the vessel was !ired.

bei~g '. applied

Three painted vessels also con-

tained coals (nos. 13-15).
The chronological analysis indicates that the majority
(a total of forty-two ) of Type IIIA ve~sels are Late Minoan

~
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ranging from LM I to LM III.
Three are MM (nos.
28, .44).

47-49~.

Two are ·EM III-MM I (nos. 5-6).
Six are MM III (nos. 21-2J, 26,

One is designated LH I (no. 34) and five are LH III

(nos. 71-75).
The seventy-four vessels are from twenty-eight different
sites.

Some of

t~ese

are distinct areas within the environs
_,

of a main site,. as at Knossos, and are considered here as
separate areas.

Areas

~ielding

examples are as followsa

more than one or two

The Mavrospilio cemetery

Knossos, ten known examples and possibly more (nos.

at
~1-30);

the Spring chamber of the Caravanserai, at least three (nos.

13-15); Palaikastro, two frem the main site (nos. 35, 36)
two from Necropolis P (nos. 37-38), and ene from Aneu
Endyxeos which is included in the settlement sample (no. 39)1
Phaestos, six (nes. 40-45)1 the Psychro Cave, .three. (nos.

47-49(s Zakro, thirteen (nes • .58-?0)1 and Zygouries ·, five
(nos. 71-75).

The sites represented are in Crete, in the

Cyclades at Phylakopi ·(no. 46) and Thera. (nos. 53-54) and
on the mainland at ·Mycenae (no. 34), Zygouries (nos. 71-75),
Pylos (all examples listed under no • .50) and Vapheio (no. 57).
Out of the total of seventy-four vessels, forty-four came
from settlement areas, twenty-four from cemeteries, three
from a caTe, ·leaving three with unknown specific provenance
(Abdoy Pediados no. 1-3) ·

.

Breaking down the examples from settleme'nts as to

precise provenance gives further indication of possible

)·
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function .

The five from Zygouries (nos. 71-75) are from

the Potter's shop, a manufacturing area.

The Zakro vessels

were found in different areas of the site.
examples (nos. 63-70) were found in
Palace above the kitchen in a series

~h~

of

Eight small

North Wing of the
rooms and a stair-

well and may have fallen from an l1tpper storey.

One was
•'

found in the northern stair-well (room LIII, no. 60, Pls.
VIII h, XXIII h).

Another came -from the SW slope excavations

(no. 59, Pl. XXIII g) and two were found in adjacent rooms
in the South Wing (no. 58

in _X~V

a and no. 61 in XLVJI).

The distribution at Zakro suggests that these Tassels were
used and stored in various domestic areas of the site and in
the South Wing •workshop' area.
Four examples from Knossos were found in settlement
context.

One of these (no. 18, Pls. VIII b• XXIII b) · ·

eccurred in the village of Makritikhes, to the North of the
palace site, in an area identified as a kitchen (Hood and de
Jong 19.58-59).

The three vessels from tl1e Caravanserai

(nos. 13-15) were found in the Spring Chamber.

Evans

associated these with an unknown ritual because they were
found in association with vessels containing food remains
(ETans 19181 135r Fig . 68).

They were filled with charcoal.

This featt11re led Evans to infer their use as incense
burners (Ibid).

~he

remaining vessels from Knossos (nos.

16-JO) were found in the cemeteries, none came from the
Palace itself.
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In addition to the Type IIIA examples listed in detail
in the catalogue, fifty-one examples of this ty.pe were found
in room 67, and one in room 39 at Pylos in LH III B-C context.
Room 67 was identified as a pantry where . many other utilitarian vessels were stored and therefore cannot provide
additional information on vessel function.

The vessels are

published as a group and specific information on each -~xample

is lacking

(Bl~gen

and Rawson 19661 412, Pl. 395).

For this

reason and because they do constitute a closed group, the
Pylos examples are listed togethe·r in this study as a single
entry ( IIIA 150).
The . Pylos IIIA vessels are frequently perforated on
either side of the long, downwai-d. pointing, horizontal
handle or have one hole above the handle.

The tip of the

handle can also be perforated (cf. Knossos, Makritikhos no.

18), probabiy for suspension.

The perforations on the rim

at the level of the handle would not be practical if the
vessels were used as containers of charcoal as the excavators
contend (Blegen, Rawson 19661 352).

No disc·o loura.tions are

mentioned in the publication.
In summary, approximately two-thirds of the seventyfour examples of Type IIIA (plus the group from Pylos) are
found in settlements, one-third comes from cemetery context.
Although the settlement sample is the larger, the tomb
sample is significant.

Type IIIA vessels would appear to be

containers from their form.

We know that in four cases,
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these yessels contained coals.

However, their shape is such

that they could have contained other items, both solid and
liquid.

These vessels might have been generally used for

multiple purposes and were adaptable for different use in
different contexts.

Their use within tombs is not necessarily

reflective of their use in settlements.

They could be manu-

factured in settlements and stored there for future

use

in

tombs, but it is more probable that they served a domestic
!unction as well because of their wide distribution and mvre
frequent and widespread occurrence within settlements.
dates are chiefly Late Minoan.
or paint.

The

Few display traces of burning,

In general, their form and context provide no

specific indication of possible function except to say that
Type IIIA is a container with a handle which is infrequently
used for containing coals.

Type IIIA might be a standard

Minoan kitchen utensil similar to a sauce pan which finds
its way into several contexts.

\
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Type IIIB (Plates IX a-g, XXV, XXVI1 1able VII)a
Twenty-eight vessels were catalogued for this type .
Type IIIB differs from IIIA in having a high, hyperboloid
foot topped by an outward flaring rim.
all of the

horizonta~

The aandles are

variety and point upwards or downwards,

tapering towards the tip.

The rim is indented at the handle
,-

as with Types II and IIIA.

~he

major difference in II'IB

lies in the height of the foot, the restricted cavity in the
interior of the foot and the rim which sometimes flares out
horizontally- frem the . top of the

~oot.

Vessel IIIB12 (Pls.

IX a, XXV a) has a solid foot with .a shallow bowl formed by
the rim.

The others have interior cavities which extend to

the base.

Vessels IIIBa19 (Pl. ·IX f) and ·21 (PL. IX g) have

a small bump in the interior above the base which is not
related to function but rather to the mounding of the clay
and the manner in which the vessel

was

manufactured.

Dimensions of IIIB vessels vary from

9.5

to 15 cm. in

height at the rim indentation and from 12.5 to 25.5 cm. in
tiiametre.

A c&nsistency iri sizes of vessels from any given

site has been observed.

Those from Katsamba are similar in

size and fo?"JI as are those from Selopoulos or Mavrospilio,
to mention the largest groups.
Of

the total twenty-eight vesse.ls, six bear traces of

paint which is impermanent, frequently light blue and tan
c•ver all surfaces,
interior.

~ncluding

the handle and sometimes, the

Four of the painted vessels come frem Katsamba
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(nos. 2, J, 4, 6).
(nos. 7 and 1J).

Two come

from the Knoss·o s cemeteries

One of these vessels (no. 6) was found

containing coals, and another (no. 7) had traces of burning
on the interior.
coals (4,

Five other vessels were found containing

5, 9, 12 arid 24). Vessel no. 12 also contained

the resinous material which was analysed for Evans (Evans
19141 1J).

No traces of burning were observed on ·vessel 12

indicating that washing can ef·f iciently remove Sl,lch traeea
and confuse the evidence.

Traces of burning were also

ebserved on the interior and exterior surfaces of nos. 15, 23,
.

.

28 and possib~y 24 which is . also mentioned as having contained

charcoal dust (Forsdyke 1926-271 284).

The underside of the

base is not discoloured on any of these examples; the burning
being concentrated on the rim, the foot and the area below
the handle.

The form, c0mbined with the discolourations of

the surface, suggests that these vessels were primarily used
to contain coals thus explaining the long handles which are
well suited for carrylng a heated vessel'.
The vessels are· all dated to the Late Minoan period
ranging from LM I (nos. 10, 11, Z5) to LM II (nos. 11, 1-6,

8-9, 12, 21, 23) and .LM III (nos.

7~

16-20, 22, 24, 26-27).

Both date and pre!>venance are unknown for no. 28 .

All the examples for which provenance is known come from
tombs.

Gournes-Pediados yielded one (no. 1)s five came from

Katsamba (nos. 2-6) and twenty-one were found· in the Knossos
cemeteries, the majority in the Mavrospilio tombs (nos. 20-

32:3

27).

No examples of this type can be traced to settlement

context.
Type IIIB is related to IIIA by ferm but the higher

!Got, the relatiYely greater quantity of painted and burnt
examples and the distribution suggest a more specialized
function.

The fact that all the vessels are Late Minoan and

were found in tombs in the vicinity of Knossos suggests
. that this type is most popular in the Knossos area and may be
manufactured specifically for funerary use.

'

\
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Type IIIB Variant (Plates IX h-j, XXVIIr Table VIII)1
Five vessels are included in this type.

They are Yery

similar in form to Type IIIB but feature a vertical crest
forming a projecting peak at the rim indentation created by
the insertion of the horizontal handle.

One might expect

these vessels to have the same function as Type IIIB because
,.

this additional feature does net seem to have any functional
attributes.
Dimensions from the base to the top of the crest vary
from 19.5 to 2J.8 cm., rim diametres range from 22 to
!here is great consistency

in

25 cm.

the dimensions of this type.

In general, the vessels are qllllite sizeable and bulky but the
interior of the foot is a restricted cavity and could nGt

contain much volume.

Vessel IIIB Variant12 (Pls. IX i,

XXVII a) illustrates an example with a massive base and a
relatively small containing area.

None of the examples is painted er slipped.

One (no.

1, Pls. IX h, XXVI h) was observed as containing coals and

another (no. 5, Pl. XXVII d) is published as having con-

tained coals which no longer exist (Evans 19061 87).
The dates of Type IIIB Variants are Late Minoan II-

IIIA.

The five examples were found in tombs, four from

Katsamba (nos. 1-4) and one from Knosses at Zafar Papoura
(no.

.5).
The coincidence of the late date and provenance in the

environs of Knossos is noteworthy and comparable to the
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date and distribution pattern of Type IIIB.· Although the
sample is rather small, the analysis suggests that IIIB
Variants may also be made specifically for use in tombs,
possibly for containing coals.

r-

\
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Type IIIC (Plates X a-i, XXVIIIr

Tabl~

IX)a ·

Fifteen vessels have been listed under Type IIIC .

They

share in coJBmon with all Type III vessels the rim indentation
and with Types IIIB and IIIB Variant the consistently horizontal handle.

These vessels are characterized by a massive

base which is either ridged on the interior sides (nos . 1,

J, 5, 6, 9, 13, 14, 15)

or has an actual cup-shaped co~struc

tion in the interior (2, 4, 7, 8,

10~12).

The vessels con-

taining the cup shapes are all from cemetery sites in the
vicinity of Knossos.

They may

ac~ually

form a separate sub-

type.
The . ridges or the cups may be an accidental feature
related to the manner in which the vessels were manufactured.
However, the frequency and consistency of occurrence suggests
a deliberate construction.

These vessels which have low,

open shapes . and small containing areas might have been
fashioned for containing a solid. or liquid substance in the
cup or something whioh could have been supported on the
ridges.

The purpose of the cup-shape as a : small container

is easier to comprehend than the examples with ridges whose
exact function remains problematical.

The rim diametres vary fro• 12 to 23.5 cm.

Those

vessels which are distinguished by the small cup shape
·~

feature a marked similarity in the diametre of the cup.
This might be an indication that all were intended to contain
a similar volume or object.
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The two vessels from Z.akro (nos. 14, Pls. X h,
XXVIIr . f, and 15, Pls. Xi, XXVIII g) are almost identical.
Vessels 1 (Pls. X a, XXVIII a, from .Apesokari) and 13 (Pls.
X g, XXVIII e, from H.Triada) are also very similar, the
latter being almost twice as large.
Five examples (nos. 5, 6, 12, 13, 14) bear traces of
paint, some of the colours being impermanently fixed
applied after firing.

and

Two (nos. 10 and 2) have traces of

secondary exposure to fire in the interior.

One vessel

(no . 12). bears both paint and traces of burning.

On the basis

of these statistics it would be difficult to state whether

all of these vessels were used in connection with fire as
there are sure indications

f~r

only two out of fifteen.

The dates of these vessels are Late Minoan with the
exception of no. 1 from Apesokari which was found .in an Early
Minoan tomb (Alexiou 19631 405).

As Type IIIC does not

generally occur in EM context, this piece may be intrusive
in the tomb.

No specific information on find context was

available on this vessel which would elucidate the problem.
Out of the group of fifteen Teasels, nos. 1-12 came from
tombs and 13-15 from settlement context.

The tomb sites

are Apesokari (no. 1), the Knossos cemeteries
and Katsamba (nos. 2-4).

(_n~s.

5-12)

The examples from settlements

occur at H. Triada (no. 13) and Zakro (nes. 14-15).

The

Zakro pieces occur in two different areas of the site,
Building B on the South West Hill and room XLIV in the South
Wing.
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These data suggest that Type IIIC was used in tombs in
the environs of Knossos in the latter part of the Late
Minoan period and also occurs slightly earlier in settlement
context at Zakro and H. Triada.

The distribution pattern of

Type IIIC parallels that of Types IIIB and IIIB Variant.

/

'-
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Type IV (Plates XI a-g, XXIX, XXX a-d1. 'able X)a
Twelve vessels are

c~talogued

in this group.

The

vessels are extremely similar in form and size (rim diametres
vary from 18.5 to 20 cm ; ).

They feature a solid base topped
'

by a hollow cylindrical foot which is pierced by several
rows of small holes (nos. 1-9, 11-12) or slits (no. 10, Pls.

XI

r,

side.

XXX e) and a larger. opening below the handle or .to the
'

'

A flaring rim curves upward. from the top of the foot

and is indented at one side by the handle.

A convex piece

of elay covers the top of the foot forming a solid capsule

similar to fype II.

Two vessels, (nos. 1, Pls. XI a, XXIX a,

and 3, Pl. XI b) may not have included a capsule .integral
to the vessel.

~he

ridges on the interior walls of vessel

no. 1 (Pl. XI a) .might be an indication that such a capsule
once existed but was broken out.

Th.e re fore,. the absence of

the capsules in both cases may be attributed to a pocr state
of preservation and accidental breakage.
channe 1 around the capsule ;

The rim forms a

One example (no'. 8, Pl. XXX b)

is reconstructed without a handle or an indentation but this

is probably incorrect because there is a slight depression
on the side wall above the large hole which is featured on
all such vessels which do have handles.

The basic form suggests a vessel made fer containing
something within the rim.

The capacity of the .c hannel

formed by the rim around the capsule varies and depends on
the curve o! the capsule and the height of the rim.
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The basic form suggests a vessel made for containing
something within the rim.

The capacity of the channel

~

formed by the rim around the capsule varies and depends on
the curve of the capsule and the height of the rim.
Additional information on function is provided by
traces of secondary exposure to fire which were observed on
five out of the twelve examples in the area of the small
holes (no. 2) around the base and the foot (nos. 7, 9, 10,
11) and on the foot under the handle (nos. ?, 10, 11).

The

traces of burning on Type IV vessels occur in distinct
patterns and areas and cannot therefore be considered as
accidental.

The burning is directly related to use.

The

vessels could either have cQJ'ltained coals or fuei or have
been placed in a bed of fuel which would have treated the
substance contained in the rim channel.
vessels are painted or slipped.

Ncne of these

This feature tends to

support the hypothesis of a utilitarian function for this
Type.
Analysis of the dates indicates that Type IV vessels
cluster in MM III - LM I a and LM I b.
The twelve vessels are distributed among three settlement sites in Eastern Crete.

Two came from Gaurnis (nos.

1-2), four from Palaikastro (nos. J-6) and six from Zakro
(nos. 7-12).

The Zakro and Palaikastro vessels are closely

related in form and size.

The two vessels without designa-

tion from Palaikastro could not be f'urther traced to any
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publication and therefore remain of problematical provenance.
They will be considered to be from settlement context within
>

the Palaikastro group because this type of vessel is not
known elsewhere from tomb context.
The six examples from Kato Zakro come from the South
Wing of the ''palace", an area considered by the excavator
to be a workshop (Platon 1966f1 122-125).

The specific find

spots were the adjacent rooms XLVI g (nos. ?, 8) and XLVII
(nos. 9-12).

There are no indications that pottery was

manufactured in the South Wing, therefore, the clustering of
Type II and other vessels discussed above (Types IA: 50-541
IIIA158, IIIC115) in these rooms must be attributed to
another reason, which

I
/

ma~

be related to function.
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Type V (Plate XII a-c, XXX e, XXXI a-bJ Table XI)1
There are a total of ten vessels belonging to Type V.
>

They vary in form according to site and are included here as
a graup because of general similarities in form.

The basic

shape is a vrhollow cylindre which is wider at one end and
narrows at the other.

The wider end is the back or the base.

One of these vessels (no. 1, Pls. XII a, XXX.I a) is fitted
with a small ledge placed over an open slot at the narrower
end.

The wider end is open.

under the end with the ledge.

!fwo small stubs are situated
The vessel can rest in a hori-

zontal position on the stubs and the rim of the open end. " A

lGep handle iR placed on the side wall parallel to the long
.

axis.

.

There are holes on either side of the handle.

Evans

assumes that this vessel rests on the feet and functions
horizontally (19281 308-3091 Fig. 176 f, 179 a,b).

But there

are indications that it might have stood vertically, resting
on the open end.

This position is established in the ease

. '

of vessels

2~7

from Pbaestos which are similarly constructed .

.In these vessels, the restricted end is pierced by a central
hole or holes.
Vessel no. 4 is additionally provided with a large
round flat dish on which the cylindre stands.

The centre of

the dish is slightly raised and fits the open end of the
cylindre (Levi 19561 2481 Fig. 21).

When in the vertical

position, Type V vessels have an anthropGmerphic appearance,
the stubs looking very much like small projecting arms Qr
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breasts and the cylindrical body taking on the appearance of
a skirt.
Vessels 8-10 (Pls. XII b-c,

xxX

e, XXXI b) vary from the·

preceding in being solid at the wider end (or base) and
bullet-shaped.

The narrower end is pierced with holes at the ·

tip and has a larger opening just below the tip.

Loop
·'

handles are placed on the s.ide wall for carrying.

The walls

are pierced with holes in two places and there are four stub
feet on the side opposite the handles.
The . lengths of these vessels vary from 16 to 34 centimeters.
Judging purely from form, Type· V vessels -are unsuitable
as containers because of the many holes and the open ends on
nos. 1-7·

But 8-10 could have contained something as the

bases are solid.
Discolouration observed on the surfaces .may provide a
clue to function.

Four vessels displayed such discoloura-

tions (nos. 1, 8-10 ,)all in . the same areas.

These vessels

were actually handled in the museum.1 · There was a
concentration of blackening around the extremities of
Teasels 1 and 8-10.

The holes and pierced areas were smoked
I

• I

1

The others were not accessible for closer examination and
are scheduled for imminent publication by Dr. Levi and the
Italian excavators of Phaestos . Specific data on these must
awa_i t their final publication.
'
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to a charcoal-grey colour.

The burning ·is particularly intense

on the closed ends of vessels 8-10.

This may indicate that

this end was in direct contact with a heat source or that
fuel was contained within the vessels . . Coals could have been
introduced through the large opening at the rounded
restricted end.

Vessels 1-7 probably were placed on top of
.·

dishes (cf. no. 4) which held the coals.

Smoke could have

escaped through the various pe.rforations in the sides and
the top.

The discolourations suggest use in t .he vertical

position.
LVessel no. 1 was the only example which was decorated
with a dark red slip and white over the red on the exterior
and the handles.

The traces ·of paint were extremely faint.

The vessels date to the MM III B - LM I a period.
The ten examples were found at three different sites,
Knossos
All

ca~e

(n~.

1), Phaestos (Nos. 2-7) and Zakro (nos. 8-10.

!rom settlement context with the exception of no.

10 which was found in the

-

~orge

at Zakro.

Since the Gorge

was primarily used for burials, this example might have been
originally placed in a tomb.

On the other hand it may be a

stray as the Gorge is a thoroughfare to Apano Zakro.

The

other two pieces from Zakro (nos. 8-9) were excavated by
Hogarth in House I, room XIV (Hogarth 1900-011 141, Fig. 51s
Dawkins 19031 258, Fig. 35).
In summation, Type V vessels vary in detail according
to site.

All examples are MM III - LM I a.

in clear settlement context.

Nine are found

The three sites yielding these
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vessels are •palatialN in character.

The nature of the sites

may have some bearing on the function of Type V vessels .
The vessels are certainly not ordinary containers.
t"O

r

\
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.·
Type VI (Plates XII d-f, XXXI c-d, XXXII as Table XII) a
There are fourteen catalogued vessels in this type.
These probably represent the full extant sample of complete
examples of this type.
Type VI vessels consist of two pieces.
is a receptacle

i~

The lower piece

the shape of a cup with a loop handle.
,.

The upper part is a hollew .mammiform cone, pierced at the t0p
and ls provided with a lateral opening which fits over the
loop handle of the lower piece.

Out of the eleven examples,

one consists of the lower piece only (no. 1) and
are tops (nos. 4,

S, 11,

fiv~

others

12, Pls. XII e, XXXI d, 14).

The total height of the complete pieces averages about
12 cm.

One example (no. 7, Pls. XII d, XX.XI c) bears traces of
burning on the interior of the lower receptacle, actually
containing a layer of carbon.

Six examples are painted (nos.

7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, Pls. XII f, XXXII a).

Th~

bases are

covered with a · solid, dark ~ash, · the upper portions bear
dark on light geometric and figurative
style.

pa~terns

in LM III

The remainder of the examples are either totally

plain or slipped.
The form of these vessels suggests that tne · 1ower piece
is a receptacle, but when combined with the upper piece
cannot be considered as a vessel for conventional use..
traces of carbon matter on the interior of no. 7 should
provide some indication of function.

The
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Something was placed for burning in the receptacle which was
then covered with the top allowing .smoke to

esc~pe

through

the holes.
The chronology of these vessels is Late Minoan III A B.

One is considered

Lat~

Helladic (no. 6).

The eleven e?tamples come from eight sites with a very
wide geographical distribution.

Only one was found outside

of Crete, at Phylakopi (no. 14).
distributed as followsa

The Cretan

exam~les

are

Chania, Dik.a.steria, two (nos. 1-2),

Cha.nia, Mazali, two (nos. J-4)r Episkopi,

Ierapetron~

one

(no. 5)r Kritsa, one (no. 6), Mapheze, .Karteros, one (no. 7h
Myrsi~e, four (nos. 8-11)r and Palaikastro, two (nos. 12-

13).

The Phylakopi example is from settlement context.

The

Cretan examples all come from tombs or burial areas with the
exception of one piece from Palaikastro (no. 12) which was ·

found in room 44 in Block Delta, designated by

~he

excavators

as a shrine (Dawkins 190)-041 221, 224, Fig. 7a).
In summing up the da. ta- for this type, severa.l facts

emerge.

1) The vessels have a wide distribution.

The range

includes the Eastern and Western parts of Crete with one
(no. 7) found in central Crete.
Phylakopi.

2) The type occurs at

3) The dates are LM III.

4) The vessels come

from burials, and in one case (no. 12) from a room which may
be a shrine.

The characteristics of the fora

combine~

with

these data suggest a possible ritual function linked with
fumigation or burning (possibly of

in~ense).

The Mapheze

JJ8

vessel (no. 7) best illustrates this use in containing
~

carbonised material in the base, possibly the remains of
aromatic substances.

When in use, the smoke and fumes would

have emerged through the perforations in the upper piece.
In ferm, Type VI ls related to Type V vessels which are
earlier in date and may therefore be the functional though
not typological precursors of Type VI.

Although Type V is

found in settlement context and Type VI is found in tombs,
both seem to be functionally related.

,,.
/

I

-· I
/
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Type VII (Plates XIII a-b, XX.XII b-d; Table XIII)1
A total of twelve vessels are listed under this type
>

in addition to a group of

fifty~five

from Pylos which will

be considered separately .
Type VII vessels consist of a shallow bowl-shaped
vessel on a slightiy raised base.
spouts.

All feature long, narrow

Seven have bridged spouts (nos. 3-8, 12).

The

spouts are placed at right angles to a vertical loop handle
which rises above the rim.

The diametres of the bowls vary

. '

handle, probably because a high strap handle would be
-tedhnologically impractical in a stone medium.

All the stone

vessels occur in tombs at H. Triada, Selopoulos, Dendra and
Mycenae dating to LM or LH III (Ibid).

Although only clay

and stone forms are known, the Mapheze vessel (no. 11)
suggests a metallic prototype on the basis of the sharp
edges and the ribbed handle.
The dates are primarily Late Minoan.

Five examples
'

are designated LM (nos. 5-7, 11-12).

One is LM II (no. 4),
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three are LH III (nos. 1-3).
and one is LH III (no. 9).

One is LM III Ba 1 (no . 8)
A single example is Middle

Minoan (no. 10).
All twelve vessels are from tombs.
(nos. 5, 6)

~re

Two from Gournia

not published with specific information on

provenance by Hawes, but no. 6 is included on a plate
labelled "Late Burials" (Hawes 1908i Pl . X, vessel no:· 38).
Three vessels are from the Chania region (nos. 1-3), one
from Gournes, Pediados (no. 4), three from the Gypsades
cemetery at Knossos (nos. 7-9) one from Koumasa (no. 10),
one from Mapheze (no. 11), one from Phaestos (no. 12).
In addition . to nos. 1-12 which are all from Minoan
sites, a group of fifty-five .v essels from Pylos is.·s listed
under no. 13.

These include· nine of the simple-spouted

variety and forty-six with bJ'.idge.d spouts (Blegen and Rawson

19661 357-81 Pl. 352).

The bridged spouts are again in the

majority as with the Cretan examples.

The Pylos group was

found in a storage pantry (room 60).

The vessels are dated

to LH III B-C.

Although the find spot is not informative

on function, the dating of the vessels is consistent with
the Cretan pieces.
In summary, Type VII vessels are found in central and
Western Crete and on the mainland at Pylos.
examples of this type occur in tombs on the
Crete.

The stone
mai~land

and in

The Cretan clay examples are also from tombs, the

Pylos examples are from settlement context.

The :function of

